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ADVERTISEMENT

;

OR, AN

ADDRESS TO THE READER,

PREVIOUSLY to making a proposal for

the introduction of The true original Scheme

of Human Economy, that is, of the British

Dispensation, it may be useful to offer diffe-

rent considerations, indicative of the necessity

there is for a novel and extraordinary institute

in the present situation of nations ; of the effi-

cacy of the inherent powers of that proposed

;

and, finally, of the proper medium for carrying

it into effect.

For is it not evident, that the executive go-

vernments of different nations, through some

defect of knovv^ledge and talent, are incompe-

tent to the direction of human welfare in such

a manner as is congenial with its constituent

interests, and the magnanimity of our natures ?

May we not presume, something farther is

wanted than we, possess, or understand, at pre-

sent, in order to render society and nations what
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they have a right to expect to be from the be-

neficent providence of their common Creator ?

Is it not manifest to the observer, that, in the

actual state of things, particularly throughout

the British empire, every resource is essentially

necessary, which can be advanced for the ser-

vice of mankind, should the aggregate be

found in the end an unusual or complicated

system of things ? Can we deny, that public

improvement has long ceased to meliorate the

present condition of our affairs, although it has

even been long requisite, in order to advance

our national aggrandizement on ti par with

that of France ; although the prosecution of

war can by no means compensate its absence

foi' this important purpose ? The answer to

these severai questions may, however, be tra-

ced to a simple fact, that there are two states

or stages of civilization ; one imperfect, barba-

rous in many respects, altogether,incompetent

to conduct the interests of nations, and at this

time productive of actual ruin everywhere

throughout the world; the other perfect, the

reverse of the former, which we have not as

yet explored, but which is now proposed to be

carried into effect.

To disguise the vices and defects of the

im])crfcct stale of civilization, as might be ex-



pected, nations have, to a fatal degree, intro-

duced the various splendours of false glory ; in

particular, the renown of war for that of true

civilization, with the universal incessant con-

test for superiority, both in society and be-

tween nations, instead of real dignity and satis-

faction ; for they have altogether neglected the

means of arriving at the fnial stage of civiliza-

tion, wherein alone empires find security, man-

kind genuine prosperity and happiness. It has

not been less the object of individuals to be-

come great, to acquire the highest distinctions,

even by carrying' to excess the brilliancies of

literature, the florid declamations of oratory,

and expensive pursuits of every different kind,

calling these the grand perfections of human
life, but injuring thereby the essential interests

of private welfare, which have in consequence

been inadequately cultivated in all respects.

Experience has likewise shown, that parties

are altogether inadequate to effect a right state

of things. They have actually prevented the

institution of this state, by leading the public

to depend on men, instead of measures. They
all alike have been unacquainted with the

practical art of national improvement ; nor

been more inclined to support its meliorative

efforts, than the usual measures pursued by
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governments, which they have impeded, so as t©

produce in the end the most unfortunate con-

sequences to all countries. The political con-

duct of two illustrious party leaders, the late

Lord Chatham and Mr Fox, who in themselves

have rendered the present reign a splendid

spectacle of parliamentary opposition, is a suf-

ficient proof of those assertions. For they

made as violent an opposition to the measures

of government, as if they were qualified, and

actually purposed, to introduce into practice

the original scheme of human economy. Yet

the first, in educating his son as a lawyer aud

orator, whom he intended for a consummate

statesman, produced the unfortunate measures

we have followed since the conclusion of the

American war. Mr Fox himself completed

the administrative career of Mr Pitt, adopting

his political measures when he came into power,

but showing no disposition to forward, on an

adequate scale, the cause of either public or

private prosperity and happiness. They both

tarnished the fairest honours of the British le-

gislature ; the former boasting, in the senate

itself, that he delighted in war; the second, in

the small degree of scientific knowledge he dis-

played of human welfare, Aihen he alleged ho-

nour to be the real principle of politics, not
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even discriminating its fatal pageantry from its

true dignity.

As neither the legislative nor executive go-

vernment have profited by the prevalence of

parties, so they have received no benefit from

any aid which the metropolis, the seat of go-

vernment, has been capable of furnishing them,

in the exercise of their respective functions.

Views of trade, private interest, public venality,

the vanities of pleasure, speculative literature,

anonymous writing employed in a wonder-

ful extent to forward party and self-interested

purposes, leave here no time to be devoted

to the practical cultivation of our true inte-

rests ; on the other hand, they fatally obstruct

the means most favourable to their advance-

ment. The public mind is consequently, in

London, the foster-child of newspapers and pe.

riodical writings. Its powers here are weak
and unproductive, when they are neither ac-

tually debauched, nor swayed by private views.

The fact is notorious, that the public proceed-

ings of the city have been alike injurious, what-

ever part they have taken in the present reign,

whether in opposition, or in favour of govern-

ment. The capitals of great empires are ca-

pable, in various modes, of causing their ruin

:

and London now may be compared to Rome
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and Carthage, when these cities, engrossing the

glory, the wealth, the consequence of their re-

spective empires, prepared thereby the com-

bustible materials of their destruction. The
greatest possible efforts, in support of the Bri-

tish Dispensation, are therefore required from

the metropolis. The splendour of her conduct

on this occasion is indispensable to raise her to

a rank infinitely more glorious in a perfect

state of civilization, than that she has maintain-

ed in its imperfect and barbarous state. She

should reflect on the immense advantages she

must lose in the ruin of the empire, and on the

infinite advantages she must gain in the uni-

versal establishment of the true original scheme

of human economy : and her example here

should communicate the liveliest energies to

the different local circles or districts of the

kingdom, as well as to the whole world, the

welfare of which, strictly speaking, is her own.

For it will be found, on all accounts, the wisest

policy of governments, to distribute kingdoms

into convenient subdivisions, or circles, suit-

able for their commodious management, and

for paying due attention to their concerns, in

order that they may treat them with merited

respect, supply them with what is requisite

for their welfare, and derive from them the



immense advantages they can furnish; the adlu^

ence, the strength, the population, the aggran-^

dizenient, wliich the improvement of them se-

verally is adequate to advance to their highest

capability. Even those advantages are readily

attained, through the prosperity and happiness

that may be made, at the same time, to accrue

to their individual inhabitants.

All nations hitherto known, in the deteriora-

tive progress natural to an imperfect, or, jn

other words, a barbarous state of civilization,

have in the end become incompetent to con-

duct their affairs, and bvthe result been ruined.

For it is the positive law of nature in respect of

society and government^j that is, in respect of

the voluntary actions of the free agent, man,

both in public and private life
!

, a law which

extends not less to these than her other laws do

to matter and animation at large ! a law which

is not more controlable, than the gravity of the

earth itself is, by the talents* of a Chatham, a

* One of the objeds of the treatise is to expose the defects and
errors of statesmen, as well as of all parties whatever, in an im-

perfedt state of civilization, in order that the knowledge of them
may advance the introdudtion of its perfed state. Their merits,

however extraordinary in the former, may in different circum-

stances be found vices in the latter state ; and consequently their

panegyrics must be impugned in doing justice to the British Dis-

pensation. Other avocations, however, prevent me from eati-

mating either on the true scale of civilization,

b



Pitt, and a Fox ; that, in the complicated pro-*

grcss of national greatness, national deteriora-

tion will predominate, and become the guiding

or active principle, spreading ruin and misery

around it, unless the establishment of a perfect

state of civilization, or abilities of practical im-

provement competent to effect such a state,

either prevent or retard its fatal operations.

For being placed under the direction of actual

deterioration, principalities and empires are

unavoidably guided by their passions and vices,

act upon superficial knowledge, or adopt narrow

views, and perverted notions, along with partial

and ill judged measures. Hereby they are

drawn into the vortex, the dreadful vortex of

the multiplied conibinations of injustice and

self-interest, which in the progress of national

deterioration, are the destined abyss of national

talents, wisdom, virtue, and knowledge ! War
becomes inevitably destructive ; and history

proves, that, in the imperfect state of civiliza-

tion, nations at length know not how to make

peace in a cornpetent manner, and are ready

to break it upon the most insufficient grounds.

Hence, in the very earliest commencement of

the French revolution, a continental war was

excited that could not be justified in principle,

m order to subvert this empire, and expel its
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ancient inhabitants into the southern districts.

It did not fail, in the deteriorative progress of

civihzation, of overthrowing, ahuost on all

hands, the fundamental bases and order of

virtue, of society, and the different relations of

nations. Nay, while the conduct of almost all

the parties was inconsistent with justice, national

weakness has so far triumphed, as to believe

forsooth, that the enemies of its country alone

were incapable of adhering to equitable terms

of peace. In such modes have, what may with

propriety be called, political injustice, ambition,

and avarice, received monstrous accessions of

strength, so as to exercise universal dominion

over the world : and peace, the natural at-

tachment of man to man, the harmony of the

world, the whole interests of the human race,

are sacrificed to the gratification of their ra^-

venous appetites, that can be satisfied only by
the actual destruction of principalities and em^

pires.

While thus the infringement of international

or political obligations has risen in a short pe-

riod to a height never before paralleled, attri?

butive justice herself, whose province is, under

the dispensation of governments, to extend due

encouragement to the exertions of practical

genius and merit, thus by a gradual regular

b 2
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train of proceedings, or by the collected efibrts

of practical improvement on a bolder, more

extensive scale, to provide the means requisite

for redressing an imperfect and barbarous state

of civilization, has been violated in a manner

equally gross. Their meliorative services are

in fact discarded by governments. The views

of these have been too succcsful in eradicatin<j:

from human nature the sublime spirit of inw

provement, having reduced its efforts to the

marc supplies of men and wealth for the sup-,

port of war and sovereignty, while the people

have not been invited to consummate their in-

terests by means of. tlie ingenuity and industry

natural to them, but been left to toil for the

jiiistaken policy of an imperfect state of civili-

zation. The rewards of attributive justice are

appropriated to interest, and the support of

the wrong measures of governments; for they

otherwise are distributed in solitary instances

only, even when it is necessary to prevent the

revolt of humanity itself. Thus the device and

introduction have been prevented, of a better

state of things, of that extraordinary institute

which at length the times themselves require.

It has not been recollected, that attributive

justice rendered to practical merit and genius,

is necessary to excite their zeal and emulation^
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in advancing the services required at the pre-

sent period ; and that it is the most essential

duty of governments to concentre, by its aid,

the knowledge, abilities, and virtue of their

subjects, ill llie promotion of the general wel-

fare. Extraordinary circumstances, if not Di-

vine Providence, have however at length pro-

vided the remedy of such shameful conduct.

For one of the most important views of the

British Dispensation is to call upon the extra-

ordinary talents, abilities, and information of

mankind, in order to employ them in the im-

mortal edifice, which it is destined to construct:

and as it has the unlimited power of bringing

forth their several energies, so it can amply

reward them according to their services.

It remains therefore to propose, that as the

proper object of a regular system of attributive

justice ought to be that of exploring the scheme,

^vhich the Almighty has permitted me to dis-

cover, so the due employment of it in future

should be that of instituting and perfecting the

scheme, and be embraced with greater ardour,

since mankind have liithcrto emplo^^ed the sys-

tem of attributive justice agaiiist their own
interests; as Avill be acknowledged, when we
consider, on one hand, the small and rare re-

wards allotted to practical improvement on an
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elTective scale, and the marked contempt,

wrongs, and persecution it receives, on the

other, the immense bounties of the state so

liberally dispensed to ordinary talents, to party

writings, and to those who have executed the

measures which are most prized in an imper-

fect and barbarous state of civilization.

Such a denial of the services of attributive

justice to nations, society, and the subject, on

the part of governments, as has been described,

ought to be well marked, and may with great

propriet}'^ be called sovereign injustice. For

the compliance of Governments is from their

past conduct more than questionable, with that

sacred justice which they owe to their subjects,

to adopt all grand means of acknowledged va-

lidity, capable of remedying their distresses,

and providing for their security, in the worst

of times. Governments may fail to adopt the

•true original scheme of human econoni}^, should

it be established, as is here taken for granted,

upon the most sure and permanent basis;

though to neglect the exemptions it is able to

procure from national burdens and grievances,

though not to avail themselves of every inesti-

mable service it is able to confer upon their sub-

jects, are undoubtedly the highest of crimes, the

extreme violation of justice herself. But her
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sacred bonds would in this case be rent in

pieces, while national depravity would pass infi-

nitely beyond the natural vices of the savage

state, the example producing the most dreadful

consequences throughout society. At present

individuals are in general restrained froni

committing crimes in the great Hue of private

advantage, by the mere want of opportunity

and impunity; but what may be called private

injustice, which individuals exercise against one

another, and which has always in a considera-

ble degree been owing to the imperfection of

governments, would in this event wholly be-

long to the different legislatures. It might,

therefore, with propriety be called legislative

injustice ; since it may in a very extraordi-

nary manner be prevented, under their pro„

tection, by the institution of the British Dis-

pensation. In fme, the departure of justice

from the earth may be shown to be a certain

event, unless extraordinary means are taken to

prevent it : and it is the adoption alone of the

true original scheme of human economy, pow-

erful in the resources provided for it by the

Almighty, and truly simple in its powers when
its machinery is complete, that can prevent its

departure, that can stem the present ticic of

folly and crime, that can rescue national wis-
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dom, knowledge, and abilities, from the dread-

ful abyss wherein they are plunged.

Thus the Deity has employed the most

sacred power of justice, as political, sovereign,

and lesrislative, to unhoid and carry into eftect

the proposed scheme of humaii economy. He
lias rendered it necessary for governments, on

their own accounts, to be strictly just to other

nations; to be strictly just to real merit, in order

to improve and perfect what is good on earthy

strictly to promote private justice and virtue in

their respective subjects, by employing the

effectual means he has given them for the pur-

pose. If they fail in these respects, and their

subjects should be satisfied with their conduct,

yet the Almighty is not satisfied : he has en-

dowed political, sovereign, and legislative in-

justice with such destructive energies, that

they are certain in the end of subverting the

greatest of empires. Thus governments, pro-*

vided with every aid re<]|uisite to constitute njt-

tional perfection, are atis^^crable for ev-ery

thing that is amiss in the world. But if they

eflectually support the scheme now proposed,

political justice will triinn})!!, acd establish per-

manent peace: sovereign or attributive justice

will be able to institute the British Dispensa-

tion : legislative or private justice will every
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v/here excite the different virtues, the noblest

sentiments, and the finest feelings of the human
breast; and they would concur in exciting

throughout the earth the philanthropic affec-

tions, a universal desire of perfection, and im-

mortal efforts corresponding to this, so as final-

ly to consummate the interests of mankind.

In respect of effecting the above infinitely

important endsj it is trusted, the subsequent

treatise will evince in a most substantial man-

ner, not only with self-evidence, but on grounds

of deduction never yet applied to their due ex-

tent in investigation, that the scheme is in all

respects tlie grand institute, which the times,

our interests, and the intentions of the Al-

mighty, in respect of human economj^, require.

For Chapter I. will show it to be an opera-

tive power^ qualified to execute all its different

purposes, however grand and infinite ; being in

itself adapted to the various objects of business

and enterprise, and formed upon principles,

competent to conduct these, on the most com-

preliensive scale, with the greatest certainty.

Chapter II. fully manifests, that nature, or the

constitution of things formed by the Almighty,

has rendered all things within the province of

man susceptible of sublunary perfection ; has

anxiously provided the means, that constitute
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the executive energies of the institute, for the

purpose of producing that perfection 3 and has

created a free agent in man to carry the insti-

tute into actual practice: she having rendered

its due employment, for its proper purposeSj

not only a duty of natural religion alike in-

cumbent on all nations and individuals, but an

obligation that comprizes all other obligations,

a deed wherein the cancurrence»of man is ne-

cessary, with the operations of the Deity, in

realizing the grand scheme of the universe;

Chapter III. shows, revealed religion has ac-

tually provided the means most effectual for

the success of the institute as an operative

power; 1ms enjoined us, as the most sacred of

duties, to employ it in the fullest extent; and

even considers it to be the peculiar end of

its own establishment; for it has certainly or-

dained the institute to be the completion, and

third Dispensation of its views and purposes, in

the manner explained in the introduction to

the treatise. Chapter IV. proves the scheme

to be the universal instrument of uniting and

rendering all nations prosperous and happy, as

one society of members ; and to have provided

the means of giving to Great Britain the high-

est political consequence, with those of procu-

ring permanent and advantageous peace: while
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the second and third chapters afford the most

positive sanctions of its eflica,cy^ for these pur-

poses.

finally, the singular concurrence of the dif-

ferent practical views explained under the

above chapters, in one single point, in the con-

summation of human welfare, affords the most

happy proof of the validity of t\\e institute, as

a perfect machine for completing whatever is

proposed to be effected by it, no less than of

its being the unquestionable fabrication of the

liand of Providence. On the former of these

accounts alone, on account of its executive

energies and different national views, it may,

without reference to its divine origin, be en-

titled the British Institute, the British Code,

the British Pandect, or the British System of

Human Welfare,—a denomination that, at the

same time, would be an infinite honour to our

country ; but since it is intended by Almighty

Providence to operate through the medium of

revealed religion for the benefit of mankind, it-

ought to be known, and made known, by the

title of what it really is, the third Dispensation

of revealed religion. Thus its true essence and

value would best be understood by all men.

They would likewise occur to their recollec«

tion, whenever it was named : and the humble

c 2
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acknowledgment of its sacred origin should be

avowed, in the most industrious manner, on

the part of men, as a numerous and diversified

race, colonised on earth, in order that they

may respect, revere, honour, and glorify Him
who is everywhere, in the midst of ourselves,

as well as in the heavens. In the acknowledg-

ment, they will only be the more firmly per-

suaded of the efficacy of its agricultural, com-

mercial, financial, civil, political, and instructive

energies, and labour with greater earnestness

to satisfy their wants and desires, as well as to

accomplish the sublunary perfection of all

things.

Let us then welcome the British Dispensa-

tion, not merely as the means of our rescue

from the most imminent danger, not merely as

fiirnishiiiEj v/hatever is essential to individual

and national interests, but as the law of human

destiny, our compliance wherewith fulfils the

purposes for which the Almighty created man-

kind, for which he has created Great-Britain

into a sovereign and independent kingdom.

Let us suppress, in this grand view of the Dis-

pensation, the private origin of its discovery

:

let us accredit the irresistibl'e proofs, the incon-

trovertible evidence, whereon it is founded

;

and hasten, in the discharge of the most sacred
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of duties, in the acquisition of tlie highest of

national honours, to carry it into immediate

and complete effect throughout the kingdom,

throughout the empire, and throughout the /

world.

The Dis})ensation, however, without ascri-

bing to it any extraordinary cpialities, without

considering it placed beyond the common
lievvs and powers of mankind, may be deemed,

in its efTects, the actual completion of human

welfare. It may even readily be concluded,

that the virtue and energies of mankind, pro-

ceeding upon the broad unlimited scale of be-

neficence, of improvement, do no more than

pursue the plain direct road to sublunary pros-

perit}'^ and happiness ; since the perfection they

would thus accomplish, is the mere right and

ordinary state of things, predestined by the Al-

mighty to take place on earth. Still more rea-

dily will it be admitted, that the true original

scheme of human economy is capable of pla-

cing the universal friendship and philanthropy

of mankind upon their proper basis, and of

consummating, at the same time, the universal

interests of mankind. But in these two univer-

sal effects, it will procure to Great-Britain solid

^,nd permanent peace, with far greater advan-

tages than she can derive from war. At tlie
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same time^ it will reader them certain and du-

rable, by the genuine attractions of the right

state of things, which it will introduce; by its

energetic influence upon the natural sense of

rectitude in man, which will always, coincide

with a right state of things, proposed to be

established by suitable means ; by this right

state of things constituting the true and the

most endearing interests of nations ; and by

the Dispensation being competent, in all coun-

tries, to enlighten the people for its effectual

support. In the vast accession of national

strength accruing from carrying the scheme

into practice, it will be found impossible for

France to endanger the security of the empire;

while the scheme itself will wholly prevent, or

render unworthy of regard, those consequences

of making peace, which statesmen so violently

dread at present in an imperfect state of civi-

lization, wherein the sound principled of poli-

tics are ill understood, and as ill respected
5

while the practical perfection of civilization,

will include, in the practical perfection of poli-

tics, a system infinitely superior, and better

adapted for international purposes, than that in

present use, actually superseding this for ever;

while it will raise the human species from a

mean, predatory, and sanguinary state, to their
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highest dignity ; while it will form a counter-

ipart, infinitely grander than is requisite, to

balance the extensive aggrandizement of our

rival, and preserve our independency from the

destruction that otherwise awaits it ; while,

through its transcendant energies, infinite ser-

vices, and paramotmt authority over all na-

tions, it will establish the pei'petual I'eign of

peace on earth.

What may be called nationality, or the ex-

clusive attachment of individual nations to their

separate interests, is at present carried to a fa-

tal extreme, being ia a great measure devoted

to support incessant warfare, and engross the

advantages of other nations. Insomuch tliat

the pri«iitive philanthropy of individuals to-

ward one another, throughout the world, is un-

fortmmtely lost; the effectual restoration and

improvement of which principle, in a free in-

tercourse established on true policy, would un-

interruptedly supply all nations, on the jnohi

friendly terms, with whatever is dear or essen-

tial to their prosj[>erity and happiness. This

state, in a certain degree, preceded the erec-

tion of states and kingdoms, the true intention,

but certainly the true policy of which is to

avoid the least encroachment upon the indivi-

dual interests of mankind, as these respect th«
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primitive cotnmiiiiion of philanthropy. Its re-

turn or completion depends greatly upon re-

newing and consolidating that natural attach-

ment between men of all countries, which is

the best cement of peace, and of the generous

distribution of the good allotted to mankind ac-

cording to their different situations on the

globe. Let us therefore cherish the interests of

all nations whatever, and regulate our politics^

in respect of them, in the manner they are ac-

tually constituted by Providence, a universal

society ; the connection of which is maintained

by wants they, as one body harmoniously or-

ganized, can most" effectually supply, by the

urgency of these wants becoming highly dis-

tressing to humanity, when they shall once be

liberally satisfied according to the views of the

British Dispensation, by its being the common
and sacred duty of nations, not only to supply

those wants, but to advance one another's hap-

piness, prosperity, and perfection.

Since then, as has been shown, government

can, at this alarming crisis, derive, neither from

the different parties in the legislature, nor from

the services the metropolis can furnish, but

solely from carrying into practice the scheme

proposed, adequate assistance to redress the

present situation of the kingdom ; since the
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future safet}^ and completion of tlie interebb, o(

the empire, depend on the advancement of the

resources which this possesses; since the British

Dispensation is general in its apphcation, em-

bracing ahke the interests of the subject arjd

governmentj Avholly depending on the institu-

tion of the improvements it proposes, and con-

tributing to private, not less than to public,

prosperity and happiness ; it follows, directly

and indirectly, that the efforts of the whole

community ought to be employed to carry the

scheme into effect. Its co-operation is indis-

pensable, on two accounts; Ist; for finding, in

its constituent mass of individuals, where they

alone can be found, that practical knowledge

and abilities, that practical merit and genius,

which are indispensable to enable government

to mature the scheme ; 2dly, for the purpose

of giving the scheme its full ar^d due effect,

that is, of carrying into practice those local im-

provements, general plans, and advantages of

the Dispensation, which government, in adopt-

ing this, would recommend to the community

at large, but which it would most conveniently

introduce through the channels of the principal

market towns of the kingdom, and the conti*

guous circles of country, that should be ap-

propriated respectively to them. No objections
"^

d
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against employing t\\e co-operation of the peo-

ple to answer the above purposes, can be rai-

sed on sohd grounds, more especially since it

is necessary, for accomplishing the true prospe-

rity and happiness of any one nation, to en-

lighten all nations in respect of human inte-

rests ; since to enlighten the people is nothing

more, than to give the kingdom at large the

opportunitv of knowing wherein earthly pros-

perity and happiness consist,—than in allowing

them to understand their real interests, to pre-

vent them from remaining any longer the in-

struments of parties, the servile followers of the

metropolis, the shittlecocks of eloquence, the

pupils of anonymous literature,—than to make

them love a constitution, which faithfully distri-

butes the infmite blessings of the British Dis-

pensation,—than what may undoubtedly be re-

quired from the sovereign, to be allowed to

carry into effect the means of our own private

welfare and fehcity,—than thus, in the several

constituent circles of the kingdom, to execute

improvements, that will supply the wealth,

strength, and population, essential to the future

aggrandizement of the empire,—than for us,

*who are the members of the British Dispensa-

tion, to be the patriots of beneficence and

improvement in our respective circles of
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iiabitation, instead of barbarians vociferating,

in unmeaning words, " Wilkes and Liberty,"

*^ Fox and the People,"—than to divide the

kingdom into circles, with a principal central

market town in each, whence to extend, with

the aid of government, the radii of improve-

ment everywhere to the circumference, to ren-

der the centre of each the means of the conve-

nience and accommodation of its appropriate

circle, and both mutual instruments of each

other's prosperity and happiness, alike enligh-

tened, alike competent to serve each other.

I therefore anxiously solicit the different

ranks and denominations of my countrymen to

support, aqd join, as they all ought, in sup-

porting the third, the complete, the divine

Dispensation of human welfare, as it will be

shown in the following treatise to stand upon

the most immovable and parmanent foundations,

an object worthy of their support. I farther,

earnestly recommend, they should not only

support the British Dispensation, but joining

the Mosaic and Christian Dispensations with it,

become members of three united Dispensations,

although as a friend to toleration in religion, I

can have no objection to their viewing the

British Dispensation in the mere light of a civil

institution. Let parliament however decide,

A 2
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whether it is a civil or religious institution :

nor do I wish them to be influenced, in decid-

ing the question, by the wise poHcy of consi-

dering the scheme to be of divine origin, and

actually pointed out by the scriptural pro-

phecies. The members, if they understand the

subject according to my views of it, will, I

believe, as readily adopt it in a religious light,

as for civil purposes they have, without hesita-

tion borrowed from it the income or property

tax, the raising of the supphes without addi-

tional taxes, &c. changing however what was

good and unexceptionable in the original pro-

posal of these, to suit the times, or their own

purposes, and sfra??ge to supjyose ! unless it au-

gurs the final adoption of the scheme, convert-

ing what they borrowed from the British Dis-

pensation, in the infancy of its discovery, into

the actual means of carrying on the war at pre-

sent and in future, as well as in past time. For

the British Dispensation corresponds in all re-

spects with the intentions of tjj^e holy scriptures

on 'the subject: likewise, with the letter of

them as far as the mysterious volume, that

constitutes them, permits the actual revelation

of their intentions: nor, since a mortal is ac-

cording to scripture destined to make the dis-

covery, ought I to consider myself wholly
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iiiiwortby of being the instrument, knowing

my own good intentions in respect of the

labours, hardships, and long perseverance,

with which I have prosecuted the work. It is

incontrovertible, that the Dispensation is an

object, to which the scriptural prophecies fully

apply; that it sets aside all other applications

of these, as nugatory, insuftlcient, and con-

trary to the scriptures ; and that from ignorance

of the true original and practical scheme of

human economy in the speculative writers

upon the prophecies, these have' hitherto been

unable to be understood and interpreted, as

they apply to the Dispensation, which beyond

question is the most suitable of all objects for

their application: The fulfilment of the scrip-

tural prophecies, it is agreed, and the fact is

irrefragable, if there be truth in the divine

prophecies, refers to the present times : this

being admitted, it can refer to no other object

than the accomplishment of the scheme, when

most certainly it does not refer to the produc-

tion of a right state of things on earth through

an extraordinary mission from heaven ; a sup-

position which the scriptures themselves abso-

lutely set aside. When therefore the British

Dispensation is placed upon such strong foun-

dations, it ought to be accredited, and carried
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into effect without delay; its truth may only

more decidedly be inferred from the jhumble

rank of him who has discovered it.

It is in a peculiar manner the interest of the

House of Hanover, to support the British Dis-

pensation, as that happy instrument of govern-

ment, which makes the sovereignty" the least

dependent upon parties. These have at length

become rampant in the soil of the British con-

stitution, therefore require the check now pro-

posed. For they have harrassed the reigning

family with incessant turbulence since its ac-

cession to the throne, and in many respects

disappointed its beneficent intentions in favour

of the people. However, the establishment of

the Dispensation would be an act congenial

with the magnanimity and enterprising spirit

of this exalted family ; would infinitely enhance

the value of the British throne, and counter-

balance the loss of America and its German
dominions ; procure that tribute of glory and

affection, both from an enlightened nation, and

an enlightened world, Avhich renders popular^

displeasure, and popular applause, alike uiir

worthy of regard in an imperfect and barbarous

state of civilization. Also ministers chosen as

the distinguished friends of majesty, should

strenuously promote the true interests of tlu* -.
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crown on the present occasion. Even it is the

duty, as well as interest, of parties themselves,

likewise of those who partially support the in-

terests of the corporate foundations, to befriend

the Dispensation at this awful crisis. For

surely they do not wish the country actually

to be lost, the empire and themselves irre-

trievably destroyed. In fme, it is the inviolable

duty of the whole community to support the

British Dispensation, the cause, at one and the

same time, of their God, the world, their coun-

try, their families, themselves, and posteritj^

They therefore should lose no time in briiio-ino-

the subject before the incorrupt and indepen-

dent adjudication of Parliament in the manner
I have elsewhere proposed, which will neither

give them trouble, cause expense, nor in the

least infringe upon the Constitution.

The scheme being shown by the treatise, to

be easy, practicable, and unexceptionable in

all respects, it remains to place the public, and

the nation at large, upon their guard against

the ingenious artifices that may be employ-

ed to oppose its introduction. Already the

scheme is dexterously misrepresented to be a

mere speculative project of goodness, virtue,

and morality ; when, beyond question, it is an
organized aggregate of executive measures,
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adapted to every possible concern or business

of human welfare. In like manner, it may be

pretended to be a mere collection of useful

hints; when, in the numerous works to which

it refers in the subsequent treatise, and in my
abilities to complete the whole as I have done

in respect of the more arduous parts, such as

finance, politics, public agency, religion, and

the anatomy 'of the human mind, the complete

aggregate will be found in practice to exceed

what hitherto any person has even attempted

in speculation. For it is a duty I owe to man-

kind, to declare, that the accomplishment of

the practical part of the scheme is in the power

of the industry of the individual, who early

qualifies himself for the undertaking, who re-

ceives the requisite assistance from the public,

who has not the discovery to make, and the

other difficulties to encounter, foreign to the

Dispensation, which I have sustained without

the least remission.

There is, however, one species of ingenuity,

by which my countrymen have so often been

duped, that it is hardly possible for them to

withstand its fascinations, though it is the most

fatal of their enemies, the actual cause of their

present situation. It is the authority of splen-

did language, and of the flu'ent combination of
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words, when elevated either hv hi^h station*!*

or by htcrary pretensions j these being suppo-

sed to denote grand executive energies, wheii

their merit wholly depends upon speculative

abilities. The effectual antidote is no lonsfcr

to respect such authority, the arrogance or

pretensions of which experience has shown to

be altogether incompetCrrfc- to human interests.

j

but to support the British Dispensation with

unshaken earnestness, as the sole measure that

can answer present exigencies, and the present

proposal. Its adoption will recal the nation at

large from its present extravagant passion for

sublime language, splendid accomplishments,

the attractions of false honour, and those pre-

cedents, and that routine of measures, which

are the cause of the present situation of our af-

fairs. It will, at the same time, concentre the

exertions of the higher ranks in realizing the

simple, useful, and executive knowledge, that

constitutes the proposed scheme of human eco-

nomy. The higher ranks will fmd, in the Dis-

pensation, a practical art or science of human

welfare provided for their actual administra-

tion ; for hitherto they have casually attended

to its .different fragments, as they incidentally

occurred to hand, although so grand, so com-

prehensive a subject can be understood only
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as a whole, being altogether defective, and in-

competent for practice, when considered in de-

tached parts, however numerous. For single

improvements, according to the present usage

of parlii^ment, would in vain be multiplied to

answer any effective purpose whatever; while

to institute a perfect state of civilization, or to

save the empire, it is requisite to consummate

some or all of the twelve cardinal departments

of human w^elfare, hereafter explained. If

statesmen themselves be acquainted with no

practical art or science, with not even that of

legislation, how can they apply the principles

of these to the grand art or science of human

welfare ?

But, in the British Dispensation, the higher

ranks will find this art or science complete, as

it is the true result of the Mosaic and Christian

Dispensations, as it is the consummation of the

civilized state of mankind, as it is the grand

blessing which the Almighty has provided in

the fulness of time, and the completion of pro-

phecy, in order to realize the ultimate views of

human creation. The higher ranks will esta-

blish their honorary distinctions upon real me-

rit, and the most important services rendered

to society, as well as upon their fortune, ti-

tles, and participation of the functions of the
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legislature, in assuming to themselves the ma-

nagement of the Dispensation, in combining

the several operations of individual improve-

ments into one practical scheme of national

perfection. They will thus most effectually vin-

dicate the advantages of a due mixture of aris-

tocratical influence in government, for of the

advantages of monarchy in all kinds of govern-

ment there can be no question; and will have

no reason to adopt the fatal policy of associa-

ting the cause of the French nobility with their

own, which must be alike injurious to the sove-

reign and his people. Thus the institution of

the perfect state of civilization will resemble

the fu'st institution of civilization in Greece

and Rome. The higher ranks will be immor-

talized, as the benefactors, the gods and demi-

gods, of their country and mankind; while a

grateful people will, locally as well as general-

ly, exult in the labours necessary to give effect

to their precepts and injunctions ; while the

improvements of the British empire, with those

of the world, will rise with greater rapidity and

lustre to complete the civilization of mankind,

than its arts have in their infancy rendered an-

cient Greece and Italy the ever-durable de-

light and wonder of distant ages. They will,

as a body, represent the gran^ canopy of the

e 2
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heavens. Like its bright constellations, they

will, in countless numbers, dispense invariable

light and benign influence to the world. They

will dispense the pohtical hurricanes of the

globe. They Avill no longer, like the passing

meteors of a Chatham, a Fox, or a Pitt, with

their diffusive blaze, astonish the nation to no

purpose: for the most meritorious virtues and

talents of these great men have been able, after

exhausting the resources of an imperfect state

of civilization, to produce only transient glo-

ries, ahogether incompetent to support a de-

clining empire. The transcendant virtues and

Jalents of the greatest of patriots avail not, than

us they contribute to the advancement of a

perfect state of civilization: and the true ori-

ginal scheme of this being now fully ascertained,

the British nation, in order to enjoy immortj^l

prosperity and happiness, has a simple labour

imposed upon her. She must trust no longer

to c:reat names substituted for real measures.

She must trust neither the assumed consequence

of vain eloquence, nor those periodical publi-

cations which, intended to communicate novel-

tit^s, take the liberty of thinking for the go-

vernment and the public. She must trust to her

true and genuine resources, particularly to the

'coDsmnmation of the interests of her cities an4
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larger towns, and the circle of country conti-

guous to each, in such a manner as to com-

prise the improvements of the whole kingdom.

She must trust to the political system of the

British Dispensation, the powers of which have

been shown in this address to be of infinitely

superior cflicacy to those with which statesmen

have ever yet been acquainted, and which, as

will be shown in the subsequent treatise, fur-

nishes articles of lasting peace, infinitely more

advantageous, splendid, and glorious, than

Great-Britain has ever thouo-ht of obtainins: in

any period of her history. She must trust In

religion, as a grand operative instrument of hu-

man welfare, complete in its three Dispensa-

tions. You have, Britons ! whether you reside

in the country or the metrop.olis, to trust to

vour God, and the divine scheme of human eco-

jiomy, by which Providence, or the natural ex-

istence of things, has intended human interests,

your interests, should be conducted according

to the laws of earthly perfection. You have to

trust in that scheme, which is proved, even by
the present treatise, to be complete in all pos-

sible powers, objects, and points of human wel-

fare,—that scheme which, astonishing fact I

astonishing fact of the highest importance to

the interests of mankind ! astonishijig fact, that
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ought to be made known, with golden trum-

pets, by the British navy, to the most distant

lands, sounding, even as the seventh angel

sounded, " The kingdoms of this world are be.

come the kingdoms of our Lord and of his

Christ, and he shall reign for ever and ever ! "

—

that scheme which is demonstrated, by the per-

fect coincidences of the first, the second, and

third chapters of the subsequent treatise, to

be, beyond dispute, the same, the very same,

with both natural and revealed religion,—that

scheme which therefore, since natural religion

is the basis of all religions except revealed re-

ligion, is assimilated with all religions, which

therefore, in its identity with religion, carries

with it entire conviction, throughout the uni-

verse, of the*- efficacy of its different energies

for advancing human prosperity and happiness,

and of their sacred authority. You have to trust

to the British Dispensation, as, by innumerable

passages in the scriptures, by the general tenor

of these on the subject, and by the type of the

kingdom of God on earth, its characteristic dis-

tinction from the Mosaic and Christian Dispen-

sations, is fixed, or evinced to be the rectifying

and perfecting the interests of empires, and the

private interests of .individuals. You have to

support these grand interesting objects by the
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actual institution of the true original scheme of

human economy, of the perfection of natural re-

ligion, of the Mosaic, the Christian, and British

Dispensations, the five mutually aiding and ser-

ving the purposes of each other, and being

competent by their concurrence to produce a

perfect state of civilization, the consummation

of universal peace, prosperity, and happiness,

in fme, the kingdom of God on earth. You
have to trust in those high and advantageous

grounds of power, energy, wisdom, talent,

knowledge, and virtue, this fi\*efoId combina-

tion furnishes, which set us above the little, tlie

weak, the mean, the culpable, and dishonour-

able practices of.an imperfect, barbarous state

of civilization, which exalt the resources of hu-

man welfare infinitely beyond the present, the

past measures, conceptions, and abilities of

statesmen. You have, fully trusting to tliese

several motives, to call upon his Majesty's mi-

nisters, in compliance with the eternal laws of

goodness and justice due to the subject and

mankind, to administer their various interests,

among the rest to restore peace, according to

the principles suggested by the fivefold combi-

nation. For these interests, especially peace,

can never otherwise be conducted rii»ht, must

ever otherwise be what they are or have been.
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must otherwise depend on their past wretched

and incompetent foundations, but, by the co-

operative energies of the fivefold combination,

may be rendered perfect at first, or may at first

be rendered so complete, as to convince us

they are capable of being readily consumma^

ted 5 and thus, as the holy prophet of the gos-

pel assures us, cannot even at first, can never,

but once for a little season, deceive the highest

expectations of nations.

It remains to speak of that degree of perfec-

tion, to which the scheme has advanced at the

present period : for it may now be considered

as sufficiently matured to carry it into effect.

Of the numerous plans and expedients neces-

sary to constitute it, all those that are arduous,

are actually devised, and may be found in my
works ; the rest can be brought forward at plea-

sure, as the institution of the scheme calls for

them. Those proposed in my works cannot

be invalidated, or the principles upon which

they are constructed, will enable government

and individuals to perfect, or amend them, as

they think them deficient, or exceptionable.

For this indispensable essential to the comple-

tion of the scheme, the effective operation, and
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union of government^ and individuals every

where, in advancing both the general and local

interests of the empire, is happily effected, as

the treatise will evince. Those plans and ex-

pedients could not be abbreviated inlo less than

a voluminous compass, therefore they could

not be comprised in the treatise. But there is

one plan, which on account of its peculiar im-

portance at the present crisis, should not alto-

gether be passed over,—the application of the

extraordinary means and resources the Dispen-

sation affords to form a peace desirable and un-

exceptionable in all respects: hence they are

made the subject of the fourth chapter, and

some of them, the better to show the efhcacy

of the whole, are summarily drawn up, even as

a plan of peace, in a note subjoined to the

treatise.

The scheme may farther be considered to be

perfect, as it is expounded in the following pa-

ges j for it enables government, and the public

themselves, actually to reconstruct, or complete

it at pleasure, inasmuch as it freely opens the

various views and sources of human interests;

exhibits the true foundations of public and pri-

vate welfare; points out the different executive

powers and energies, the proper application of

which is capable of accomplishing whatever

f
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services the national and local interests require,

capable of effecting, in short, the Dispensation

proposed; unfolds on the broadest basis the

several motives and duties, that will induce all

nations and individuals of whatever religion, to

realize the different objects of the scheme, to

conform with the grand intentions of creation,

and direct their conduct according to the prin-

ciples laid down by Providence itself for their

real good and pleasure ; and fully reveals, wh}^

mankind hitherto have been unhappy, and em-

pires not permanent, according to the original

purposes of the Almighty, because they have

followed a wrong system of things, the reverse

in many respects of that ordained for the con-

summation of their interests. What now is

wanted for the consummation of their interests,

is due attention on the part of the state and in-

dividuals, or their earnest efforts and co-opera-

tion with the purposes of the scheme. They

are the more necessary, since no other means

than its different proposals can be devised, that

will be found effectual for the present situation

of affairs; and the intrinsic value of them is

sufficient to recommend their adoption in the

most favourable times.
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TRUE ORIGINAL SCHEME, SCc,

INTRODUCTION.

1. 1 HE obligation imposed upon me, per-

sonally to stand forward, on the present occa"

sion, to address all classes of men, and to com*

miinicate to them the proposal which I have

now the honour of laying before them ; a pro-

posal which, it will be found in the end an in-

dispensable duty, an unavoidable task, devolved

upon me to advance for the universal good of

my country and mankind, and for accomplish-

ing the intentions of the Almighty Creator of

all things.

2. The subject. It embraces means, explo-

red and discovered by me, which are compe-

tent to save our countr^^,—to rectify public af-

fairs,—to aggrandize the empire,—to procure

a lasting and advantageous peace,—to relieve

and remove our burdens, grievances, tithes,

and public debt,—to complete the wealth and

strength of the kingdom,—to disponse iudivl-

A
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dual prosperity aiid happiness, on true fixed

foundations,—and to consummate human we\-

fare, as private, national, and international.

The summary effect which the accomplish-

ment of these several ends or objects would

produce, is, however, no other than the right

and rational state of things on earth,—than the

true and natural plan or scheme of human eco-

nomy, prosperity, and happiness,—than an or-

ganized aggregate, or complete practical body,

of our own welfare; but may be called a per-

fect state of civilization, or a new era of man-

kind ; for they are all synonimous terms. The

means of accomplishing them I call the practi-

cal art, profession, or science of human welfare,

on account of the certainty and facility with

which they produce the above effects. But it

is not an art of mine ; it is an art which be-

longs to my country and all nations, and which

they may ascertain themselves, when they take

the requisite pains, or the pains I have flone

;

but if they embrace it as my discovery, their

superior knowledge and abilities will be sure ta

supply my defects, and perfect my proposal.

The subject may be considered as human

and ordinary : This would be sufficient for my
purposes. Notwithstanding, it is of divine ori-

gin, being virtually prepared, in numerous dis-
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his use, combine, and carry into effect ; and it

will hereafter be considered, as it is revealed in

scripture.

3. The present situation of our national con-

cerns, and the nature of those measures that

have produced it.

That situation and those measures must ne-

cessarily be such as they are known to ])e,

when there has not been discovered a practical

art, profession, or science, competent to melio-

rate, conduct, and administer them ; but the

reverse is actually employed. They, in fact,

constitute a crisis pregnant with ruin, and, as

the natural consequence of human deteriora-

tion, appear to be the catastrophe of the British

Empire.

However, if the particular histories of Ed-

ward the 1st, Henry the 7th, and Elizabeth, be

actually superior to those of the present times,

and we admit they required the addition of

great improvements, what are the improve-

ments wanted in our day.^ What fatal conse-

quences have not, in the advanced course of de-

terioration, the defects and inabilities of minis-

ters produced in the present reign,—even Lord

Chatham himself, as well as his son and Mr Fox,

having been ready to enter into the views of

A 2



ail imperfect state or system of civilization,

when they came into power ? If we be igno-

rant of the art or profession of human welfare,

and be satisfied with the reverse, and the or-

naments, false fame, and multiplied honours

that embellish the present state of things, it is

mere delusion and want of practical science

which prevent us from rectifying and comple-

tinp- our different interests. At least, there are

no satisfactory grounds for inferring the propo-

sed art is inadequate to their amendment and

final consummation ; for hitherto it has been

unknown and unemployed; ajid its services

must be considerable, even should it not pro-

duce the whole of the effects ascribed to it.

4. The facility and efficacy of the means for

answering the end proposed by them.

The means advanced are not ideas and hints,

but practical measures, and effective plans, pla-

ced upon the surest foundations. Those repu-

ted most objectionable and arduous, have been

adopted by Government, and found easy in

practice. A few individuals are sufficient for

their introdiiction, or one accredited patron

would insure their success. Art is certain in

producing its work; its absence alone causes

difficulty, awkwardness, and the impracticabili-

ty of enterprises.



6. The immediate object of oirering my pro-

posal.

It is, ill the first place, to procure the consi-

deration of its contents by the nation at large,

therefore to make these universally known ; al-

terwards to obtain a fair decision, Avhether they

should be adopted ; in tlie mean time to make

them a general subject of free inquiry and short

debates, which is supposed sufficient for ascer-

taining their merits.

6. Different apologies, independently of any

alleged compulsion, for my olTering the present

proposal.

These are, long attention, and accurate in-

Testigation of my subject; a respectable call,

made for the purpose ; the certainty of my en-

deavours doing service, should they only excite

others to employ similar ; thorough conviction,

that I ought not to abandon the cause ; the du-

ty of being a sincere and faithful servant to my
God, my country, and mankind; the state of

the Empire ; and the necessity of no individual

losing any time to serve his country at this aw-

ful crisis. The less apology is requisite, be-

cause it is not a direct and personal call on pri-

vate persons, but general and national ; nor am
I the man who would presume as J do at pre-

sent;, had I not been sure of tlie grounds of my



proposal. A Howard, in support of a much

inferior object, travelled the country and conti-

nent at large, making free with all ranks that

could contribute to the success of his endea-

vours. I therefore trust I might be permitr-

ted to do the same, with satisfaction to my-

self; for it is now indispensable, that all per-

sons should fix their thoughts, if not upon my
proposal, at least upon the study of human wel-

fare, and its principles ; and the present appears

a proper mode of directing the general atten-

tion to it.

7. The motives why individuals in general

should adopt or second the proposal, as it may
not be considered to be of divine origin.

Among these may be selected on the occa-

sion their own interests as concerned in the

highest degree^—the pre-eminent honour of

being early supporters of the proposal, with

the indelible disgrace of being its enemies; a

praiseworthy feeling for the honour and cha-

racter of their country at the present juncture ;

their duty to effect infinite good, and avoid

infinite evil ; and, lastly, the efforts that are

become indispensable, in order to save the em-

pire, and advance it on an e<jual scale of ele-

vation with the rising § enius of France.

8. The proposal as it is the third and final



Dispensation of revealed religion, having been

preceded by the Mosaic and Christian j and

may be called the British Dispejisation.

What is called the kingdom of God on earth,

and the right state of things in this world, are

one and the same, this being evident even from

the subsequent pages. The establishment of

that kingdom, consequently the institution of

the right state of things, constitutes the great

event, which is the completion of revealed re-

ligion. The scriptures themselves consider the

kingdom in those glorious and splendid views,

which fully entitle the introduction of it to the

rank and character of the Third Disjiensation.

What is requisite, which the scriptures do not in

all respects furnish, to complete the dispensa-

tion, is no more than to be able to ascertain

wherein the kingdom consists, what are the ac-

tual means of clTecting it, who the agent to em-

ploy" them for their purposes ; care being taken

that these points are established consistently

with the tenor of the sacred writings, and the

physical laws and intentions of the Almighty,

and confirmed at the same time by their autho-

rity. That, in proposing the third dispensation,

such conditions are strictly complied with, may
be seen in the second and third chapters of this

treatise, which show the dispensation to be the



final purpose of our earthly probation, and

of revealed religion itself The energetic pow-

ers, detailed in these and the first chapter,

evidently prove themselves, as well as mankind

at large, in the part of agents, adequate to the

effecting of the dispensation ; and their coin-

cidence and cooperation with each other, and

the intentions of the Almighty expressed' both

by revealed religion and his physical laws, de-

monstrate their origin to be in God. A grand

purpose is intended to be effected through their

means ; and this is evidently the establishment

of the kingdom of God on earth, the accom-

plishment of which is the proposed dispensation.

It is the duty of man to advance this dispen-

sation, all individuals and nations whatever be-

ing essentially interested in it, as it is ordained

by Almighty God to every human creature

:

but independently of this awful consideration,

the dispensation is a duty, connected insepara-

bly with the present political situation of the

world, when its holy standard is necessary to

quell the general commotion of nations, and

reduce them under the subjection of the king-

dom of God on earth. There is then an indis-

pensable call for it by the interests of mankind

at large, and particularly by those of this coun-

try, when their situation is not less urgent.



than that in which the world was placed by

Egytian and Roman tyranny, at the time of in-

stituting the Mosaic and Christian Dispensations.

As it contributes to the particular interests of

Great Britain, it is wanted to save the empire,

and render us the greatest possible services

both public and private, while it will interfere

with no advantages we actually possess, whe-

ther general or partial, but is essential to their

continuance ; while it will rectify our affairs,

and complete our interests, placing them upon

their right and natural foundations. In thus pre-

venting infinite calamity, in removing distress,

and bringing along with it great accessions of

every kind of prosperity and happiness, it will

be found not less dear to us and human nature,

than his own interests are to every individual,

than those of his children are to the parent,

than those of his country are to a real patriot

king, than those of his species are to the active

and sincere philanthropist.

It has a still farther right to the title of the

British Dispensation, being the most important

of our political resources, a subject that will be

resumed hereafter. It may therefore be as-

sumed not for the purposes of glory, but for a

humble acknowledgment of our political offen-

ces, as far as they have with just cause excited

B
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the displeasure of mankind against usj nor

need we be ashamed in acknowledging error

and culpabiHty, when Ave emerge, through the

Dispensation, from an imperfect state of civili-

zation, which the holy prophet Jeremiah calls

a " system of lies, vanity, and things in which

there is no profit.**

However urgent the institution of the dis-

pensation must unquestionabl}'- be, whenever

the means of eftecting it are discovered at any

period of time; however urgent it must be in

a political situation of the world like the pre-

sent, its accomplishment will farther be found,

by references contained in the treatise, to be

affixed by the scriptures themselves to the pre-

sent time. This is likewise a point, in which

all who treat upon the prophesies agree, though

in other respects their authority is always im-

perfect, since they seldom agree, and at ran-

dom treat of the scriptural predictions, without

having ascertained either in what the kingdom

of God consists, or the means of establishing

it on earth. The practical application of the

contents of the treatise to the British Dispensa-

tion being thus imminently urgent to every

individual, I shall be less solicitous in referring

them to that important object. I shall leave

this in a great measure to the reader himself.
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while I more pointedly apply the contents of

the true original scheme of human economy to

the completion of the different interests, and

the preservation of the British empire.

The dispensation is already pointed out to

the reader in a religious view, assimilating it-

self with revealed religion, in a political view,

being indispensable to the preservation of the

British empire ; but if he pay common atten-

tion to it in the following pages, he will fmd it

to be a power, however great and extraordi-

nary, easy and familiar in its operations, adap-

ted to the nature and faculties of man in every

station and situation, attending to all things

and circumstances, doing every good and avoid-

ing every evil, supplying all human wants and

rational desires, the interest of every juan, of

every profession; being that universal instru-

ment which is alike wanted, and alike useful in

the cabinet, the senate, the church, the courts

of justice, the vestry, the private dwelHng-

house, in public life, in private life, in our

pleasures and amusements, in the fields, on the

seas, in the intercourse of nations, every where

establishing, in its effects, the kingdom of God,

or the right state of earthly things, with that

perfect efficacy and facility, which show tliQ

B2



British Dispensation to be the original act and

intention of Almighty God.

Considering myself, from this introduction,

warranted to discuss my subject in the freest

and most unreserved manner, I next proceed

to arrange the bod}'", or principal part, of

the different heads of the proposal under four

chapters.

I.—In what the right state of things consists,

with the means or practical art of effecting this

state, and managing the affairs and interests of

nations in general.

II.—That there is a sublime, beautiful,

grand, divine, competent scheme of human

economy, as well as of the rest of the universe,

which is intended to produce a right state of

things, wherein man is the sole and distin-

guished agent, and the institution and support

of which are his high and honourable destiny

;

that the execution of this grand divine scheme

of human economy is the practice of natural

religion, an obligation of duty that compre-

hends all other obligations, and a part, which

man is intended to act in conjunction with na-

ture, or the Deity, for completing the econo-

my of the universe itself; that hence, inde-

pendently of our revealed religion, there arise;-
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&n. awful duty, threefold in its essence, imposed

upon nations and individuals, of devoting them-

selves to institute the right state of things on

earth, or the ffrand scheme of human economy.

III.—That the right state of things on earth

is the actual practice of our revealed religion,

or, in scriptural language, the kingdom of God

on earth ; and that in consequence there arises,

as an addition to the sanctions established in

the preceding chapter, a duty inhnitely more

awful, fourfold in its essence, imposed upon

nations and individuals, of devoting themselves

to institute the right state of things on earth, or

^he true original scheme of human economy.

IV.—Reasons for instituting the perfect state

of civilization, in other words, a right state of

things, and the true scheme of human economy,

as they are drawn first, from the contrary state

or scheme, and the usual routine of national

proceedings, having hitherto been necessarily

destructive to all the principalities and empires

ever known in the world, as well as from their

present tendency and operations menacing the

subversion of the British empire : secondly,

from such a perfect state of civilization, or

true scheme of human economy, being requi-

site to preserve the Empire from ruin, inas-

much as it possesses inherent virtue, and effi-
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cacy to complete the strength, affluence, pros*

perity, happiness, and aggrandizement of the

empire: thirdly, from their informing or in-

structing us how to avoid the usual causes of

past wars ; how to make peace on the most de-

sirable terms j and how, when thus made, to

maintain it.

The present proposal should be taken into

consideration along with different papers now
printed for the purpose of being circulated with

it. I, however, wish it may be considered in

the light of a treatise, as well as a pr'oposal;

trusting it may form a valuable addition to my
works at large upon the same subject, which

contain the executive measures and practical

plans requisite to constitute a right state of

things. I'arther, it may, by a succinct and

comprehensive view of the grand outline, or

powerful principles on which it is founded, sup-r

ply th« want of an abreviature of those plans

and measures, which could not be abridged, if

the works themselves might be reduced to less

magnitude. They are narrated in their shortest

forms ; and certainly it is sufficient to refer to

them, when the object of the proposal is to

give a view of the divine scheme of human

economy and its executive energies, and of

the third, or British dispensation of revealed,
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relisfion in the establishment of the kingdom of

God on earth. For from the discovery of the

practicabiUty of this kingdom we may be in-

duced to place faith in the eflicacy of the plans

and measures that led to its ascertainment, till

we have leisure to pay minute attention to

them.

CHAP. I.

hi what tJic right state of things on earth con-

sists, with the means, or practical art, of ef-

fecting the state, and managing the affairs and

interests of nations in the manner they ought,

which has already been denominated the prac-

tical art of human zvelfare.

THE right state of things on earth is par-

ticularly and fully considered in a work, to

which I must frequently refer in the present

proposal, entitled " Peace on Earth, Goodwill

towards Men," as it treats of the kingdom of

God on earth: for the accounts therein eiven

of the latter being the same as that of a right

state of things, and being at the same time so

fair and just, that they may be admitted to be

a fair statement of such a condition of thinsrs in
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all respects, they are here subjoined in a short

description of the kingdom, extracted from that

work.

" The kingdom may be said to consist in

removing or preventing all evil, injurj^ distress,

or misery, foreign to human nature, or which

it is possible, or it is both permitted and or-

dained to remove: in procuring for ourselves

and others, and for all nations, whatever pros-

perity and happiness it is consistent with our

duty to procure them; and in making what-

ever improvements and amendments are salu-

tary and serviceable, so as to forward and

finally accomplish the culture, industry, and

population of the different ]>arts of the world^

and give the whole such abundance, wealth,

quality, and variety of productions, as may
supply the various infinite advantages, with

which the world was created and intended to

furnish mankind: in perfectly understanding

and administering all the different departments

and relations of general warfare, economical,

political, civil, natural, mental, moral, religi-

ous, revealed, or whatever they may be : in

thus multiplying good with the most frequent,

numerous, and earnest efforts, constituting na-

tional perfection according to the power and

capacity of nature, by collecting the things
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able to form it, and consummating the several

advantajjes and ' interests of the world with all

possible beneficence and melioration : in mak-

ing a proper use of the dignity of human na-

ture, of its high sense of excellence and virtue,

and of its capacity for attaining earthly perfec-

tion, which the Almighty has given it by a

mind competent to the destination of mankind,

and a genius commensurate to the directioii

and perfection of the world : in therefore dis-

playing the several powers and performances

of the arts, sciences, and works of taste and

embellishment, providing in abundance all the

matured fruits of useful knowledge, eradicat-

ing ignorance, barbarism, savageness, brutality,

and war J
and particularly in exhibiting the

splendours and purities of great and virtuous

actions, such as elevate humanity, and render

general and essential services to our country,

to mankind, and to distant ages :. in the due

enjoyment of happiness and pleasure, as these

are rational, and as creation offers them, un-

vitiated by gloom or austerity : and in obeying

the divine will, and respecting, worshiping,

and glorifying the Father of all things. In the

language of the prophet Daniel, it is a king-

dom founded on a system, and on knowledge,

which ages have been destined to explore 3

C



jvvhich experience or the Ancient of Days \ms

piaturecl, and introduces and administers in

conjunction with tlie Son of God, conformably

to the high principles of Christian benevolence ;

wh^ch the friends of man execute or effect

with sanctity and holiness, and snppojrt i&x

ever ; which will suppress all evils and sources

of evils, the consequences of all false systems

of general welfare ; which shall fdl the whole

earth, and shall stand for ever ; and to which

all nations will pay obedience. In the lan-

guage of the prophet Isaiah, it is a kingdom

which will fill the earth with knowledge, as the

waters cover the sea, be founded on the spirit

of wisdom and understanding) the spirit of

counsel and might, And the fear of the Lord

;

and thus will consummate all the political and

economical views of the universe: which will

be candid and merciful, support the meek and

lowly, the virtuous and innocent, and- protect

them from wrong and oppression, banish from

the world injustice, be true and faithful, re-

move all malignity, savageness, brutality and

fury, and establish love, harmony, and peace

in their stead : which will collect and settle the

Jews in their native country, render them pros-

perous and happy, and a commercial people;

and at the same time give two European pow-



ers possession of Assyria and Egypt, who will

hereafter live'^lft perpetual peace and amity,

though Egypt will riot possess the commerce

of the eastern parts of Asia. In the language

of the prophet Jeremiah, it is a kingdom which

shall make mankind joyful and happy : which

shall plant vines upon' the' mountains, that the

planters shall eat as common things : which

shall cause its people to walk in a straight way,

wherein they shall not stumble; which shall

satisfy or satiate them with its goodness, and

water their souls as a garden, so that they nki

longer shall be a prey to sorrow and misfdr^

tune; and which shall be welcomed by the

gentiles from the ends of the earth. In the

language of the prophet St John, it is a king-

dom which will renovate all things with fresli

life and vigour ; which will produce ft new
earth, as it will cause to pass away all the

shockhi2[ horrors and excesses of a false svstcm

of general welfare, and place before mankindj

as it were, a new heaven, the proper object

of their future solicitude and pursuit ; Which

will produce a pure river of water of life, clear

as chrystal, and making to flourish trees of

life, the leaves whereof sha,ll be the healing of

the nations, and their fruits shall be of twelve

kinds, be renewed every month, and replenish

C 2
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them with prosperity and happiness, constituit-:

ing their real welfjare and earthly beatitude;

which will wipe away all the tears from tlile

eyes of its people, and will prevent death, sort

row, crying, and pain, unless so far as they

are unavoidable by humanity, 'or sp far as they

cannot be removed b}*> beneficence and ini-:

proyement ; j),nd: which will cause the Almighty

and his Son to be acknowledged throughout

the universe, before whom the kings of the

earth will bring, the glory and honour of the

nations, and .in future be directed by the light

of the Xamb,"

'tilt is unnecessary to dwell farther upon the

subject, since persons can conceive for them-

selves a notion, of a right state of things on

earth : and the notion, if rational and practi-

C3,ble, will not exceed that which is capable of

being executed by means of the practical art

pf human welfare; the consideration of which,

in respect of its several powers and energies,

will therefore occupy the remainder of the

chapter.

This art is easy and simple. It consists

wholly in practice; and things that are ardu-

ous or complex, must, by some mode or other

be rendered plain and brought within compass,

before they can be realized. Indeed it uiust,
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on this account, render them simple and easy,

Often it is no more than common sense, true

wisdom, and sound pohcy, ably displayed in

carrying into effect, or supporting what is

good and desirable to mankind At other

times it is employed to procure materials, con-

trive plans, and find measures, with which to

form them into the purposes intended. Its

energies, however, are infinite ; its discoveries

and. inventions wonderful; it embraces alike

the solid . foundations, and the highest powers

of public' and pcivate prosperity and happiness:

and as it is practical in ^11 respects, so it is the

reverse of what is speculative and refined. It

is at the same time as capable of answering

the objections, as of providing expedients to

remove the obstacles, that may be opposed

against it. It is competent to procure what

ever is good, and intended for the use of man-

kind, and to effect all practical improvements,

throughout their widest extent. It is prima-

ry in itself, as it is capable of completing hu-

man welfare at large from its first foundations ;'

and it may be considered as secondary in ac-

complishing partial purposes, such as the re-

moval of grievances, the management or recti-

fying of public aftairs, and the saving of nations

from ruin, the means of effecting which are



implied in its primary powers; whoever can

build or create being p.ble to repair, a,nd regu-

late his own constructions.

The practical art of human welfare consists

of the following powers, seven in number:--^

1. Of the full and comprehensive knowledge of

what is good on earth in its present extent,

and in its capacit}^ of being farther extended,

and in like manner of what is evil in its present

extent, and in its capacity of being removed,

or reduced to less magnitude, by means of the

practical art of human welfare, en^ployed ac-

cording to the views of our Creator ; lie thus

having made a sufhcient provision of good to

produce a right state of things on earth through

the agency of mankind, but having at the same

time mixed it with evil not less suflicient to

produce a contrary state, more particula^rly ii$

case of tlie neglect, abuse, or violation of what

is good.—2. Of the executive and meliorative

'talents inherent in man, as they jire competent

to prepare, superintend, and carry into effect

the grand body or aggregate of human welfare,

in respect of its primary institution, and subse**

quent permanency,—3. Of our species at large

qualified as agents, proper to carry every where

into effect, and permanently maintain the ag-

gregate, after this has been prepared and de-
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vised by means of adequate knowledge, com*

bined with meliorative and executive talents.

—

4. Of the energies of religion, as they are

highly conducive to favour and uphold a right

state of things, and the completion of human

welfare, on earth; religion possessing very ex-

traordinary powers adequate to these purposes.

—5. Of the powerful assistaryccs that may be

derived from the combination of the legislature,

—of the executive government, and an addition

made to it of a proposed board of national im-

provement,—of local societies of improvement

established in every different circle in the kinov

dom,—and of the people co-operating in a

body with the several parties, but in due sub-

ordination to them, for the purpose of devising

and preparing, as well as of carrying into ef-

fect, and supporting when effected throughout

the empire, the proposed aggregate of human
welfare.—6. Of a proper systematic mode of

propagating and extending the knowledge and

practice of the art of human welfare, with all

its different plans and measures, not onlj'

throughout the interior of nations, but the

whole world.-—7. Of informing, and collecting

the public sentiment upon the subject of hu-

man welfare, in order to receive its assistance,

which is absolutely necessary, ia order to m-
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troduce the complete aggregate of civilization

into practice. i

Having now announced the principal pow-

ers, or constituent principles, of the art, it is

proposed, in the next place, to treat separately,

but in a summary manner, of each, according

to the order wherein they are placed.

1. The full and comprehensive knowledge

of what is good on earth, in its present extent^

and in its capacity of being farther extended,

—

and, in like manner, of what is evil, in its pre-

sent extent, and in its capacity of being remo-

ved, or reduced to less magnitude, by means of

the practical art of human welfare, according

to the views of our Creator; he having thus

made a sufficient provision of good to produce

a right state of things on earth, through the

agency of mankind,—but having, at the same

time, mixed it with evil not less sufficient to

produce a contrary state, particularly in case

of neglect, abuse, or violation of what is good.

There is an infinite aggregate of good in the

world, known and unknown, employed and un-

employed, whence are derived those services to

mankind which it is the office of the practical

art or profession of human welfare to effect;,

through the medium of different plans and mear

surcs, devised or discovered by itself This
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good, with these different plans and measures,

constitute the organized aggregate or body of

human welfare, and are, by the Almighty, in-

tended for the use and service of mankind, as

the horse who labours for numerous nations,

and the farinaceous aliments consumed by man-

kind in general, are provided for their suste-

nance and relief, through the agency and co-

operation of their own genius and industry.

At the same time, what is evil accompanies or

is blended with what is good ; it, in like man-

ner, proceeds from the Almighty, for accom-

plishing his all-wise purposes, and is intended

to be counteracted by our species. Thus good

and evil are mingled together in this life, and

human interests checkered by them, as a fit

subject for the exercise of the art of human
welfare, and the grand and important purpose

of our earthly probation.

The above infinite portion of good, and the

plans and measures that are inseparably essen-

tial to it, refer, and are intended by the Al-

mighty to refer, to what may be considered to

be the twelve cardinal points, the twelve gene-

ral divisions or departments, of human welfare -,

to Government, or the civil arrangement, or-

ganization, and direction of society and its se-

\ eral interestii ; to Public Agency, of vvhich

D
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Police Ibrms a part; to Finance; to Politics;

to Agriculture; to General Industry, compre-

hending manufactures, national improvements,

arts, and sciences ; to Commerce ; to Mental

Instruction ; to Religion ; to Medicine ; to

Practical Jurisprudence; and to the Appropri-

ate Arts of individual improvement, prosperity,

and happiness.

All human interests whatever, private, na-

tional, and international, rank under those

points, as divisions or orders, preconcerted and

fixed by the hand t^f the Almighty, or of Na-

ture. Under them, the various concerns, re-

sources, and improvements of states and na-

tions fall into order, and fmd the respective

places prepared for them. Human language

itself is obliged to adopt the terms of those

points or departments, in order to be able to

treat at all of human interests.

The services of the several departments are

indispensably requisite to themselves, in order

to enal)le each other to produce their respec-

tive effects. Society itself so far depends upon

the whole number, that it cannot possibly sub-

sist with the absence or privation of any one of

them ; and its perfection, as well as that of

each separate department, essentially depends

upon the perfection of the whole. Hence re-
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suits the infinite advantage, as well as necessi-

ty, of cultivating, and employing in practice,

the different constituent departments, as a

whole and organized aggregate of human wel-

fare. Even the other six means that constitute

the art treated of, thus derive from the aggre-

gate the aids necessary to complete them for

answering their several purposes.

It is the business of the art to ascertain what

good we actually enjoy, to improve upon it,

to advance what farther good can be added, to

manage or direct right all present advantages

and concerns, to rectify what is wrong, to

counteract evil as much as possible, to orga-

nize the grand mass of good on earth, and con-

summate human welfare. It executes these

functions principally by means of the meliora-

tive and executive faculties, next to be treated,

with the plans and measures they supply ; for,

'

when brought to perfection, they severally ope-

rate, in a form as concise and commodious as

effectual, and equally alike upon all subjects or

materials.

Therefore the art of human welfare is the

same, as it advances the different interests of

mankind, and produces services of the most op-

posite description ; it is the same, whether it

generates abundance, national strength, moral

D2
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good, or whatever else is desirable. The prin-

ciples of its several plans and measures are few

and shnple, in regard to their respective ob-

jects, though in number they are unavoidably

proportional to their aggregate ; for their ener-

gies are radical, powerful, extensive, yet ap-

propriate as requisite. The plans and mea-

sures themselves are either rendered adequate,

by the art, to all the exigencies of human wel-

fare, as far as may be requisite,—or are ade-

quate, when they are discovered in the check-

ered mass of good and evil of this world.

2. The executive and meliorative talents in-

herent in man, as they are competent to pre-^

pare, superintend, and carry into effect the

grand body or aggregate of human welfare, in

its primary institution, and subsequent perma-

nency.

Executive abilities are of material import-

ance to the art, on account of the various ac-

tive services for which it is employed. They

are formed, in a considerable degree, b}*^ prac-

tice, an enterprising spirit, and, in some degree,

a particular turn of mind,—but most of all by

the meliorative powers, or the powers of im-

provement, innate in man.

For there is implanted in his nature a singu-

lar meliorative principle or passion, he being
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ao other than a meliorative aiiinuil, born with-

out the necessary excellences and qualifications

of his nature, which he is destined to acquire

of his own accord, principally by its means;

but he is able thereby to advance his different

interests from the lowest to the highest state of

perfection. He can improve them according to

the most extensive views; he can, at the same

time, surmount the various obstacles that may

be opposed to them, the principle or passion

being strong, and in proportion to the difficul-

ties which he has to encounter. In fact, man

owes every thing to improvement, that is, to

this principle, he being otherwise altogether

helpless; and the assistance it affords him may

be traced in the most common and trivial af-

fairs.

The principle should be kept excited in the

different periods of human life, being extended

to whatever is useful, or capable of being ren-

dered serviceable. The due exercise of it gives

strong practical powers ; for not only itself thus

acquires the excellence of an art, but it imparts

vigour to all the talents that exalt us to the

perfection of our nature, that render us equal

to the general views of creation, our own wel-

fare, and felicity. Executive abilities are found
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greatly inferior in themselves, when they have

not been associated with the meliorative pow-

ers, being in general insufficient for their own

peculiar purposes,

The cultivation of human welfare appertains

to the art, and is an essential adjunct, as it du-

ly applies the meliorative and executive facul-

ties to their proper objects. It materially de-

pends upon assiduity in procuring useful know-

ledge, and modifying it so as to produce its ef-

fect upon those practical grounds which exceed

the limits of science : and it derives, in the ap-

plication, very essential advantages from the

meliorative and executive talents.

The meliorative principle may be improved

in various modes, and by different precepts,

—

but to a singular extent by full employment,

universal application to the proper objects of

its pursuit, and the acquisition of useful know-

ledge. Thus it powerfully qualifies itself to

operate with equal efficacy upon every diver-

sified interest of human welfare. The subject

of improvement may therefore be discussed ac-

cording to the most extensive views. In this

manner it is treated at large in the work,

" Peace on Earth," and in my other works -,

wherein every aid it requires, with the services-
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of invention and discovery, and the proper

modes of devising practical plans and measures

for its use, are fully pointed out.

3. Our species at large qualified as agents,

proper to carry everywhere into effect, and

permanently maintain, the organized aggregate

of human welfare, after this has been prepared

and devised by means of adequate knowledge,

combined with meliorative and executive ta-

lents.

Man is, by his nature, endowed with the

power of acquiring the qualifications requisite

for the purpose ; he being meliorative, inven-

tive, anxious after discovery, executive, and in-

clined to the acquisition of knowledge, the cul-

tivation of his own welfare, and that of his spe-

cies.

He may be rendered competent to the pre-

sent intention, both in his public and private

capacity, by various effectual means; in parti-

cular, by availing himself of the late discovery

of the constitution of the human mind and its

different parts, with these, as mechanical pow-

ers, raising his species to its proper elevation

;

by information, and instruction on the subject

of general welfare ; by suitable education ; by
a just sense impressed of his public and private

duties ; and l)y ac<juiring the different virtues
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that severally appertain to industry, to the

performance of great actions, and to the obser-

vance of morality, they being duly instilled

both into governments and the people, in fa-

vour of the employment and application of the

art of human welfare to its appropriate objects.

Thus man may be formed, according to the

different stations of society, into that rational

animal he is intended, whose sphere of action

embraces a right state of things in his own en-

deavours, and the assistance of Providence.

4. The energies of religion, as the}^ are es-

sential to the art of human welfare; but being

treated at large in the third chapter, their con-

sideration is postponed to that place.

5. The powerful assistances that may be de-

rived from the combination of the legislature,

—of the executive government and an addition

made to it, of a proposed board of national

improvement,—of local societies of improve-

ment established in every different circle of the

kingdom,—and of the people co-operating in a

body with the several different parties, but in

due subordination, for the purpose of devising

and preparing, as well as of carrying into ef-

fect, and supporting, when effected, througli-

out the empire, the proposed aggregate of hu-

mjm welfare
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The legislature, in proportion to it:3 igno-

rance of the art, would derive the more im-

portant services from being initiated therein;

and thus micrht render the most essential ad-

vantages to the empire.

The services of executive government would

be eminently great in the proposed combina-

tion. Thej would, however, be much more

considerable from the aid it would receive, by

the proposed addition of a board of national

improvement. The board would be composed

of members qualified for their duties by pecu-

liar taste, apposite knowledge and talents,

who, devoting their time and attention to the

advancement of improvements, would under-

stand these so thoroughly, as to render the in-

stitution of a right state of things an easy ope-

ration. The board would likewise be a point

of attraction to all persons of meliorative ge-

nius, disposed to serve the public, and pos-

sessing the means; and advert every Avhere te

the interests of improvement, even in parlia-

ment itself.

The local societies proposed would not only

bt? active in devising and instituting improve-

ments, but enlighten the people in respect of

them, and generate every wlier^ a practical

genius for advancing them. Tliey might rea-

E
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dily be set on foot ; for they would differ little

from the present societies of agriculture, gene-

rally established throughout the kingdom, and

produce no political effects.

The higher ranks and capitalists, in the

event of the combination being set on foot,

would all be effectually drawn into the perma-

nent discharge of the several duties of improve-

ment, that pertain to their respective stations.

This happy consequence would not only ex-

tend the sphere of melioration in their own

personal efforts, but prove a general example,

that would be followed through all the differ-

ent departments of human welfare, but espe-

cially in that of agriculture.

6. The proper systematic mode of propagat-

ing, or extending the knowledge and practice

ol^ tlie art of human welfare, accompanied with

its different executive plans and measures, not

only throughout the interior of nations, but

the whole world.

For they may be effectually introduced into

practice throughout the smallest subdivisions of

a country, and communicated to all nations,

by means of their different governments, of

public agency, colonies, commerce, local in-

struction, aud missionaries attentive to the real

good of mankind, by the combinations of dif-
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I'erent governments, by suitable literary works,

&c. Thus certainly the principal obstacle to

the advancement both of public and private

welfiire, ignorance of the means, would be

wholly removed.

7. The informing, and collecting of public

sentiment upon the subject of human welfare,

in order to receive its assistance, which is abso-

lutely necessary, to introduce the complete ag-

gregate of civilization into practice.

The motives and necessity there are for agi-

tating the public mind on this occasion, is fully

explained in the printed letter to the different

orders of the kingdom, which is a part of the

present proposal, as mentioned in the introduc-

tion. For the proposal will require even

stronger support at the present, than at any

other period. They who direct, or support

present measures, are not likely to abandon

them, in order to embrace those of the grand

scheme of human economy, unless the public,

or a number of individuals, step forward in aid

of the latter, when, there is no doubt, their

assent will be readily obtained to the institution

of a more favourable system of human pros-

perity and happiness.

The several powers of the practical art of

human welfare having now been separately

E2
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considered, their efficay, as combined into one

act, or instrument, is sufficiently obvious.

—

However extraordinary the accompHshment of

the riglit state of things, of the grand scheme

of human economy, of the kingdom of God,

or of the third dispensation of revealed religion,

appears to be, it may be inferred with certainty,

from the above explanation of the art, that its

energies are perfectly commensurate to the

undertaking, and capable of readily complet-

ing it. It is, indeed, a wonderful instrument

for its purpose. The knov/ledge by which it

operates, is regularly organized, and forms a

most beautiful system, singularly adapted to

facilitate the enterprise. The executive and

meliorative talents that are provided for it, are

more than equal to devise the means it requires,

and carry them into effect. New powers are

given to the species to sustain it, even in ordi-

nary practice. It can, in its own resources,

surmount all the difficulties that may arise in

its introduction, and it is competent to give

permanence and security to its labours. It

concentres all the talents of the nation upon

the grand design, and brings forward the whole

information, genius, and industry of the times

to support it. It is calculated alike to intro-

ducp the design locally throughout the king-
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dom, and iiniscrsally throughout the world.

At the same time it is accompanied with the

niost powerful incentives, which we shall find

in the inherent attractions of the w ork to bo

uccomi)lished, in our probationary duties, in

natural religion, in morality, in revealed relir

gion, and our own interests : and the sole ob-

stacles that can prevent its introdqction and

success, must be our own reluctance, that can

be influenced by no motives whatever ; the un-

willingness of ministers, the loss of that disin-

terestedness, magnanimity, and generosity of

sentiment in the higher ranks, which once dis-

tinguished the whole of the British people, and

the contemptible nothingness to which they

have reduced the public mind. The practice

of revealed religion is shown in the third chap-

ter to be no other than the operative art of

human welfare, provided we furnish it with

those means, which the scriptures anxiously

enjoin us to furnish, but which they have left

uij to explore and provide ourselves, as the

work of our earthly probation; consequently

the art is intended, and will operate with the

complete force of revealed religion in those

who profess it, and becomes infinitely more
powerful, when actuated and modified in the

planner pointed out in that chapter.
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CHAP. II.

THAT there is a sublime, beautiful, grand,

divine, competent scheme ofhuman economy, as

well as of that of the rest of the universe, which

is intended to produce a right state of things,

wherein man is the sole and distinguished

agent, and the institution and support of which

are his hisfh and honourable destiny: that the

execution of this grand divine scheme of hu-

man economy is the practice of natural reli^

gion, an obligation of duty that comprises all

other obligations, and a part, which man is

intended to act, in conjunction with nature, or

the Deity, for completing the economy of the

universe itself; that hence, independently of

our revealed religion, there arises an awful

duty, threefold in its essence, imposed upon

nations and individuals, of devoting themselves

to institute the right state of things on cai-th,

or the grand scheme of human economy.

The grand truths now announced, as well as

those contained in the treatise at large, are

fully established, having been explored by the

aid of what may be considered to be the most

perfect mode of inquiry. For it is a mode of
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inquiry founded on a full comprehension of all

the arguments of the subject investigated, and

the clearest proofs, or, according to the Ian*

guage of logicians, on the principles of in-

duction and self-evidence, conlirmed either by
final purposes, or by ascertained effects refer-

ring to ascertained causes, which relate to the

divine intentions and operations of our Al-

mighty Creator himself.

This is a mode of investigation and inference,

which is absolutely conclusive in sublunary

inquiries. For the additional weight which it

receives from the accompaniment of final pur-

poses, or of eifects referring with certainty to

their causes, and, in the present researches, to

the Almighty himself, furnishes evidence that

cannot possibly be invalidated. If the camel

be a beast of burden destined for the service of

man, the bag with which he is provided for

carrying water, is an unquestionable proof,

that he is intended to travel over sandy

deserts : and the existence of the Deity himself

is demonstrated from his works, that could have

been produced by an Ahniglity Being alone.

By this mode of inquiry it may be incontro-

vertibly }> roved, that man during his present

life is placed in a state of probation either by
nature, or by the Almighty, in order to pro-
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dace and institute what is thereby required of

him, a right state of things on earth ^ and is^

interested to effect th^s by the strongest of mo-

tives, the subversion of states and empires,;

even being a consequence of his neglect : that

tlirough the providence of nature or of the Al-

mighty, man is able in an ample manner tc

furnish himself with the means, or practical

{irt, of establishing a right state of things on

earth, and is consequently destined to employ

this art according to its intended purposes:

that the things, which the Creator or nature

has placed within the province of man, as the

subject of a right state of things, are suscepti-

ble of the different operations of the practical

art of human welfare, and are thereby capable

of beincT carried to their ultimate or destined

perfection : that therefore the particulars an-

nounced, at the head of the present chapter,

in respect of the scheme of human enonomy,

may be proved from the preceding premisses

:

and that the institution of the grand scheme of

human economy, being the actual prtictice of

natural religion, an obligation of duty that

comprises all other obligations, and a process,

in which man co-operates with the Deity in

the scheme oi' the universe itself, is therefore a

most av^'ful duty, threefold in its essence, im-
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posed upon us to establish the right state of

things on earth.

The preceding deductions being of the high-

est importance to the advancement of oiir in-

terests, and the fulfilment of the intentions of

our Creator, it is proposed to ofler a short de-

tail respecting them, in a corresponding num-
ber of sections.

Section 1st.—That man during this life is"

placed in a state of probation either by nature

or by the Almighty, in order to produce and

institute what is hereby required of him, a

right state of things; and is interested to ef-

fect this by the strongest motives, the subver-

sion of states and empires even being the con-

sequence of his neglect.

Man is born a savage, and remains in his

savage condition, until he has made the requi-

site exertions to form for himself a better state.

Those instinctive aids and services which are

granted to all inferior beings, for the purpose

of fulfilling their respective conditions, are de-

Jiied to a very considerable extent to man : but

as the economy with which they discharge their

several provinces, therefore proceeds from God,

and is consequently divine, so the econom}^ of

the duties of man on earth, with the means by

which he performs them, is divine, differing

F
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only from that of inferior beings, as it is pre-

destined for him, but left to Iiimself to explore

in its several parts, devise, combine, and carry

into effect. For in regard to his welfare, and

the earthly perfection of it, which is civiliza-

tion, the law imposed upon man is, that he

himself shall apply to his use all the good, that

is provided for him, in a similar manner fulfd

all the other purposes of his creation, and avoid

or counteract, as far as lies in his power, or is

rational, all the evil that may be injurious to

these intentions.

That man is placed in a state of probation,

may be deduced from his natural state being

so far inferior to that of instinctive beings;

from his possessing means to rise above them

with infinite superiority, and the duties of hu-

man economy corresponding with his employ-

ing them for that purpose; from his being un-

able to avoid wars and other very dreadful

evils, till he cease to be a barbarian and be-

come perfectly civilized, which shows him de-

stined to aceom})lish a right state of things

;

and lastly, from his being an animal accounta-

ble to a still higher Being, as will be farther

considered. But his probation must necessarily

consist in those objects, upon which he is, or

ou;;ht to be, employed in this life ; in the ad-
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vaiicement of good, ia the counteraction of

evil, in the performances of those services he

can confer upon other created things around

him, which are infinitely inferior to those he

receives from them, and in rendering the sphere

of humanity respectable, prosperous and happy,

and glorious to his Creator.

The extent of the above law imposed upon

mankind, or the condition of their probation,

is neither moderated, nor restricted by lenient

reservations or partial favours, but is only to

be satisfied by our producing a right state of

things, by producing good, and avoiding evil,

as far as lies in our power, and by our actions

being conformable to these purposes. For

there are, in all national and individual con-

cerns, the opportunities of showing without

end, on one hand, infinite and gross weakness,

inability, mismanagement, imperfection, vice,

abuse, folly, ignorance, and deterioration, on

the other, infinite talent, wisdom, virtue, im-

provement, and perfection ; to the avoiding or

exercising of which severally in respect of good

and evil, our probation extends without restric-

tions or exemptions. There are, in fine, no

bounds placed, but vast incentives, to our pro-

gress in those respects: and the difiiculties we

encounter, are enhanced from the sublunary

F2
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imperfection of things, and the depravity of

our nature.

Plowever, man is at liberty to reject or

comply with the ' terms of his probation. But

as these are imposed upon his choice by the

Author or cause of all things, in a manner that

manifests both his rneaning and authority, so

man is accountable to his God and religion,

or to nature and reason, and to moral obliga-

tion, God or nature being the author of ail

things : he is placed therefore in this world for

a trial of his virtue, to reach the heights of

the good above described, to guard effectually

against the evil blended with it, and to be ans^

werable for his conduct. Man, while on earth,

is accountable in all things either to his con-

science or to others placed in higher, nay in

lower stations, than his own: and kings are as

accountable to the subject for promoting his

welfare and rendering justice to his interests,

as the subject is for paying them obedience.

Man, immortal, must therefore be accountable

to his Creator, a being infmite in all his attri-

butes, especially in his power, wisdom, good-

ness, and knowledge ; who at the same time is

his benefactor, his friend, and the best judge

of his actions
i

in whose hands both these and

man himself arc pljvced to be disposed of,, as he
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alone knows is for the best; who consequentiy

claims an account froni us, alike through love

and fear.

Alan being subjected to a trial or probation

determinable by the good he fulfils, and the

evil he counteracts in this life, a reward is im-

j)lied for his compliance with its object, the

establishment of the right state of things, and

a punishment for his refusal, opposition or

neglect. Neither the remuneration nor the

penalty are inflicted in this world, they are

hence reserved for another, w'herein they will

be dispensed according to the laws of eternal

justice. Our own nature points out to us, that

wdiat is right is to be obeyed, wdiat is w^rong

to be avoided. Our probationary duties ex-

tend much farther than to moral good, includ-

ing every species of good. The reward then

will be proportioned to their diversity and ex-

tent : and if early in life, we even forfeit life

in vindication of some probationary duty, have

we not asserted our claim of recompence in a

future world ; and are we not immortal beings,

when such compliance is expected by the

Almighty ?

On the other hand. Nature, if there is such a

being, cannot be supposed to be baffled, or to

fail in her intentions, any more than Almighty
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God; and we must not expect these powers

will wreak their vengeance upon individuals in

their mortal state, whose principal crimes and

follies originate in the ignorance, negligence,

and culpability of governments. We find, ac-

cordingly, the Author of mankind does not

condescend to punish on earth individuals, as

he does governments, for their transgression

against his will and intentions. It is on go-

vernments that he inflicts ruin and destruction,

for the purpose of forcing them to accomplish

a right state of things; and the wars, priva-

tions, and miseries, which they bring upon the

people, ought, and are intended, to incite the

latter to act as a salutary and effectual controul

upon them. The power that superintends the

conduct of nations, has, notwithstanding, by

good accruing in this world, provided sufficient

advantage to induce our present compliance

with his will, and has farther, on our own ac-

counts, rendered it indispensable for us to avail

ourselves of ail the good, and counteract all the

evil, he has placed on earth, as far as humanity

permits.

Governments, lioweycr, in general, appear

to be determined upon their own ruin and de-

struction, in opposing the grand scheme of hu-

maii reonomy, as far as they have hitherto
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been known. They have arrested national ex-

ertions in their early progress, before they

themselves were acquainted with the possibility'^

of there being a practical art of human welfare,

and before the subject had time to explore the

true sources of his economy and happiness.

Hence nations have not advanced beyond the

iirst stage of their ceasing to be savages, but

been satisfied with an imperfect and barbarous

state of civilization. To advance farther, to

perpetuate their existence, to discharge those

duties of probation and responsibility which

tradition has inculcated in all periods and to

all religions, they must explore the broad foun-

dations, and erect the complete superstructure,

of both public and private prosperity.

Section 2d.—That, through the providence

of Nature, or our Almighty Creator, man is

able, in an ample manner, to furnish himself

with the means, or practical art, of establishing

a right state of things on earth.

Man appears to be elevated on a new scale

©f being, which is left unprovided with instinct

to procure the things on which its subsistence

and happiness depend. At least, such is the

condition of man ; and if this should be the

case, he is tlie lov/est in the scale. His lot is,

beyond question, to enjoy a state of civilization
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corresponding to the efforts he employs for the

purpose, in exploring, devising, and combining

the necessary means, which are neither made

known to him by his prescience, nor prepared

for his use. Since he finds those means, in all

countries and ages, adequate to his wants, and

the same or similar in the most opposite situa-

tions; and since he is placed in a state of pro-

bation, which renders them absolutely requisite

to its discharge, it may be inferred, they are

provided by his Creator for his researches to

discover, and his talents to modify, so as they

may answer his purposes. The complicate and

numerous conditions of the state of life in which

he is placed, being imposed upon him as duties

to discharge, it is as certain that he possesses

in his will and power the art wherewith to per-

form the whole, as, in any instance whatever,

effects, predestined to be produced through hu-

man agency, are brought about through suit-

able means provided by a higlier power for the

purpose.

A contrary supposition would be to accuse

Almighty God, or Nature, of absurdity and

cruelty, without reason; for we have seen, in

the preceding chapter, that man actually pos-

sesses the art in question : And the art, as

known, shows its divine origin, in its wide and
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comprehensive views ; in its aptitude and com-

mensurability to all its infinite objects 3 in its

wonderful energies j in the coincidences of its

different parts to one another -, and in their

perfect organization, as a whole. To be such,

it must have been preconcerted ; and it would

not have been preconcerted, had it not been

meimt to be discovered, and employed by man-

kind, according to the mode in which it is con-

stituted. If man could not attain to it, he

would, on the other hand, be defective in the

extreme ; l)eing placed in a ruinous, distressful

state, the evil of which he could not counter-

act, however faithfully he might attempt to dis-

charge the extensive duties of his probation.

That man is destined to acquire such an art,

is manifest, from various considerations. His

meliorative disposition is so strong by nature,

and unlimited in its natural operations, that,

when sufficiently cultivated by practice, it

forms itself into the art in question, or produ-

ces the talents of improvement, requisite in

every department of human welfare,' even in

our most ordinary concerns. Man, we know
well, has always made rapid advances to a

right state of things, whenever he has attempt-

ed to meliorate them with good sense, informa-

tion, and active exertions j although the servi-

G
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ces of a perfect art or practical profession are

wanted to complete human welfare at large.

For the means that, in different instances, have

actually carried civilization to a very extraor-

dinaiy height, both in particular departments,

and in a general view of national perfection,

may readily be collected at pleasure j an4,

without numerous additions, or extraordinary

modifications, would be able to "form a practi-

cal art, of great importance to the interests of

mankind.

Section 3d.—That the things which Na-

ture, or the Creator, has placed within the pro-

vince of man, as the subject of the right state

of things on earth, are susceptible of the diffe-

rent operations of the practical art of human

welfare, and thereby capable of being carried

to their ultimate or destined perfection.

That the different things in the province of

human cultivation have been provided with a

capacity of being brought to a right state, such

as is intended by Providence, is an admitted

iact J and human abilities and virtues have

been arraigned, as the cause of their not being

brought or preserved in such a state. But we
have seen, that there is an appropriate art to

bring things to such perfection, which is effec-

tual to maintain them in the same. The instit
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tutioii of such a state of things is one of the fi-

nal purposes of creation, being actually placed

under our charge, as the principal duty of our

probation ; and melioration and perfection, by

and in man, are requisite to his prosperity and

happiness,

By this capacity of things pertaining to our

province, they are destined to correspond with

those parts of creation which are not placed

within our sphere of operation, to receive

therefore a high degree of excellence, which

may answer the purpose. Hence they are not

more vitiated, more defective, than is unavoid-

able for the views of probation, and the sublu-

nary condition of humanity; and by an effec-

tual appropriate art, would be susceptible of

every practicable improvement -, whereas, by

the reverse, they are subject to perversion and

ruin. The goodness of God is an argument,

that our prosperity and happiness are intended

to rise as high upon the scale, as deterioration

and destruction can fall upon the saine. His-

tory records numerous instances of great na-

tions and empires, the civilization of which has

been carried to as great heights as the means,

which the times supplied, would permit; and

my works prove the practicability of rendering

the state of things on earth complete, since, ii-i

G2
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be supposed too arduous to devise, they show

the rest may readily be provided.

Nations are in fact at all times employed in

rendering a right state of things universal

throughout the world. They penetrate every-

where, in search of comforts and accommoda-

tions. Thus they cause an unbounded and re-

ciprocal demand for them, which naturally in^

creases their production, exciting improve-

ment ; and they are endowecj with virtue and

policy, for the purpose of rendering the interr

course honourable and beneficial to all parties.

At the same time, all countries are actually

making weak and inadequate attempts in ad-

vancing human welfare, according to its twelve

departments, above enumerated, though obr

structed herein by a variety of adventitiou;^

causes J particularly by a bigotted attachment

to evil in various forms, by tl)e fatal neglect of

the study of human welfare, and the jealousies

and fears of governments.

Section 4th.—That there is a sublime,

beautiful, grand, divine, competent scheme of

human economy, as well as of that of the rest

of the universe, which is intended to produce a

right state of things, in which man is the prq-

per agent 3 and the formalionj institutiouj ajic]
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support of which, are his particular province or

jJestiny.

It is, however, not proposed, nor is it neces-

sary, to enter into the consideration ot" the par-

ticulars announced under the head of the sec?

tion, since their truth is proved from the three

preceding sections. For, as has been shown,

there is a capacity inherent in things, which en-

ables them to assume their destined state in its

highest excellence, and which extends to the

world at large. There is likewise an art appro-

priated to produce a right state of things, cor-

responding with their perfection, throughout

their whole extent, Man himself is destined to

provide and emplo}^ this art, and produce the

effects intended by it : and the conduct of the

whole is regulated by the cause or author,

whence the scheme proceeds, in having render-

ed man accountable, and placed him in a state

of probation to execute the scheme: in other

words, to institute a right state of things.

Therefore the truths asserted, as the subject of

the present section, are actualh' demonstrated

according to that perfect mode of inquiry ex-

plained in the beginning of the chapter. But it

is vain, as unnecessary, to enter into any detail

or eulogium upon the subject of the grand

§cheme of human economy, since the treatise
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sliows at large, that the scheme comprises the

actual practice of whatever is good on earth,

and is provided with all the means requisite

to justify the high epithets above applied

to it.

Section 5.—That the institution of tlie

grand scheme of human economy is the prac-

tice of natural religion itself, an universal ob-

ligation of duty upon our species which com-

prises all other obligations, and that part of

the economy of the universe left to man to ex-

ecute, wherein co-operating either with his

Creator or nature, his services are essential to

complete the scheme of the universe. Hence

there arises an awful and compound dut}^

threefold in its essence, imposed upon nations

and individuals, to devote themselves alike ur-

gently in establishing and consummating the

grand scheme of human economy.

That the practice of natural religion, and the

practice of the proposed scheme of human eco-

nomy, are the same in their nature, if not

self-evident, may be shown, since the former

is the certain effect of the latter. For the de-

vice, the establishment, and protection of the

grand scheme of human economy, are actually,

and would be found accordingly, our highest

interest and gratification, and its contemplation
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is even a source of rapture and transport ; inso-

much that man, unless prevented by ignorance,

or a mistaken poHcy, would iiyi his whole

attention upon it, and find excited in his bosom

towards its cause or author such infinite grati-

tude and disposition to make a return, corre-

sponding with what the scheme points out, as

constitutes religion. Consequently refigion so

produced consists in affectionate gratitude and

acknowledged dependence upon the cause or

author of the scheme, in prayer and thanks-

giving, and particularly in deeds and actions,

and the perfection of deeds and actions, ade-

quate to the success and permanency of the

scheme. Thus the institution and maintenance

of the grand scheme is the vital and active part

of natural religion.

The institution and maintenance of the

scheme is likewise that universal oblicration of

duty, which comprehends all other obligations

imposed upon mankind. Its laws and dictates

extend to all things placed within the human
province, that are ordained to be brought to a

right state. They impose upon us the accom-

plishment of such a state of things as an indis-

pensable duty, which our conscience earnestly

appit)vcs, and the omission of whicli it as ear-

nestly disapproves. They also enforce the
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duty by all the ties that influence human na-

ture, of attachment, benevolence, utility, ad-

vantage, fidelity, virtue, and morality. But

certainly the strongest of all duties must be the

performance of the part given us to act in the

economy of the universe; for herein, by fulfd-

ing the scheme of human economy, we co-ope-

rate with the cause or author of all things, and

enable him to compass his complete purpose

in the creation of the world.

From a very partial enumeration of the par-

ticulars known concerning the purposed eco-

nomy of the universe, it will appear, that our

part in it is very extensive and momentous.

Its economy is destined in some mode or modes

of which we are ignorant, to afford delight and

enjoyment to a superior Being or Beings than

ourselves; to display the divine attributes in a

high degree, and impressive manner ; to exhi-

bit variety and gradation, in the immensity of

things, arising from the lowest to the most

sublime; to confer good upon every thing pos-

sessed of feeling; to govern, and cause all

things to obey the divine laws of matter, of life,

of instinct, and of mind or voluntary action

:

but that economy has in a very singular man-

ner dispensed with them, assigning a most ex-

tensive department in the economy of the unl-
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verse to the exercise of mind or voluntary ac-

tion in man, to be meliorated and improved by

him, to be perfected by him as a part of the

scheme of the universe, to be established by

him into an independent domination, volunta-

rily obedient to divine laws, and to demonstrate

the eternal kingdom of another world in the

permanency of a right state of things estab-

lished by man on earth.

The origin of the scheme, or perfection of

human welfare, whether it be in God or na-

ture, has on purpose been left undetermined m
the preceding pages, in order that the atheist,

and those who admit not religion in philoso-

phy, may co-operate with the proposal, as well

as the deist, the christian, and persons of all

religions. For it would be absurd in them not

to support the schenje, when the arguments in

favour of it are incontrovertible, and they may
refer the whole to v/hat they understand by the

term of nature, in opposition to chance. Hav-
ing then convinced all who believe in nature and

the Deity, whether they may respect religion,

or whatever their religion may be, of the trutli

of my proposal, I proceed to shovr, in a parti-

cular manner, the impiety of a christian church

of any sect and denomination^, not supporting

H
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the scheme with the regard and affection due

from man to Almighty God.

CHAP. III.

That the right state of things on earth is the

actual practice of our revealed religiofi, as zvell

as of jiatural religion, or in scriptural lan-

guage, is the kingdom of God on earth ; and

that in consequence there arises, as an addition

to the sanctions established in the preceding

chapter, a duty infinitely more awful, four-

fold in its essence, imposed upoji nations and

individuals, of devoting themselves to institute

the right state of things on earth, or the grand

scheme of human economy.

THE identity, as now asserted, of the right

state of things and of the practice of revealed

religion, is evinced from the consideration of

what may be deemed the principal constituent

views and operative parts of revealed religion,

or from acquiring a proper understanding of

revealed religion. They are seven in number,

]. The accomplishment by man of the king-

dom of God, as enjoined to him by revealed

religion, in order to produce a right state of
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things on earth—2. Submission to the theo-

cratical government of the universe, and, in-

clusively, of human concerns.

—

3. The employ-

ment of the means requisite to accomplish the

kinirdom of God on earth, with tJie avoidino-

of those that actually produce the present de-

praved and incompetent state of things, both

as they are mysteriously represented under dif-

ferent' tj^pes, and as they are revealed by ac-

tual declaration in the scriptures.—4. The

knowledge of the passions, with their due em-

ployment and corrections, or the proper mode.<

or instigating and controlling them, as is requi-

site for answering the purposes of our proba-

tion, and the accomplishment of a right state

of things on earth.

—

5. The perfect and unli-

mited exercise of doing igood, whether to our-

species and selves, or to the works of creation

at large.—6. The excitement of religion as a

passion of the human mind, accompanied with

the due employment, and application, of what

may be called the subsidiary essences of re-

vealed religion, to their proper purposes.—7.

The suitable accommodation of divine worship

in aid of those acts and deeds, the performance

of which is as much a religious duty, as that of

the offices of devotion, while it is employed

H2
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for the holy transmission of human gratitude,

and the sohcitation of divine favour.

For the scriptures may be considered in the

eeneral view now taken of religion, as the

grand deposit of human welfare: and it is

solely our ignorance, and not duly availing

ourselves of the knowledge, of the operative

parts of revealed religion, Avhich has prevented

the institution of the right state of things, or

the kingdom of God on earth, and in its con-

sequences produced a state altogether the re-

verse. In this situation religion has too often

been burlesqued as a spectacle of holiness and

salvation; too often been the actual source of

impiety, even in those the most sincerely at-

tached to its cause; and has by no means

answered its intended and highly important

purposes.

These positive assertions are clearly mani-

fested in the course of the chapter, or may be

inferred from what is here advanced. For the

scriptures will be found, in what they commu-

nicate concerning the different operative parts

of religion, a most invaluable blessing to man-

kind, though they are unavoidably involved in

all the mysteries essential to our probation on

earth. Their injunctions, while they cor re-
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spond witli the suggestions of natural religion,

in whatever hght this is considered, arc infi-

nitely superior in point of efficacy : and they

embrace the grand outline of the whole aggre-

gate of human conduct, as will be obvious in

the following view of the diiferent operative

parts of our religion.

1. The accomplishment l>y man of the king-

dom of God, as enjoined to him by revealed

religion, in order to produce a right state of

things on earth.

What the kingdom of God on earth is de-

scribed to be in scripture, is by a liberal con-

struction no other than the right state of things

here. A description, which equally applies to

both, has already been given in this treatise

:

and it may be divided into the part which

more particularly relates to the right state of

things, and that in which the prophets them'

selves narrate the kingdom of God on earth.

But on comparison the two will be found the

same, and so to amalgamate, that by their

junction they form a more fair, and just repre-

sentation of either. The work from which the

description is drawn, likewise explains what is

offered under the present and following heads,

and supports what they assert, upon the au-

thority of the script fires.
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The kingdom of God on earth is the grand

object, that constitutes the pride and splendour

of revealed religion, in respect of its predes-

tined consummation. It is, no doubt, the glo-

rious crown of the final completion of our reli-

gion. Its accomplishment is therefore enjoined,

even as the fulfilment of the commandments

God has imposed upon us, would produce in

their efi'ects his earthly kingdom, or the right

state of things ; and as the description of these

effects shows, on the other hand, that they

consist of acts and deeds, which we ought to

have performed in obedience to the command-

ments of God. Hence the accomplishment

and support of the kingdom of God on earth

is a principal part of our religion, co-ordinate

with all other of its principal parts, and to

which all objects, essential to its interests, are

to be subordinate ; and the certain arrival of

its happy end in the present state of the world

is pointed out in innumerable passages, both in

the old and new testament.

More especially, the following particulars

are evinced by the above work :—That the

fonnation of both the kingdom and the right

state of things, alike depends on human efforts,

employed to realize the prosperity, happiness,

and perfection of difl\?rent nations, or of the
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whole world; that useful knowledge, and me-

liorative with executive abilities, are the prin-

cipal instruments on the occasion, the latter

applying the former to all its various purposes

;

that revealed religion, as well as the right state

of things, is a practical system of human wel-

fare, pointing out specifically, to a considerable

extent, what good things are to be effected, as

our probation in this world, the means of ef-

fecting them, or whatever is good, and the cau-

ses of a wrong state of things, and would other-

wise be altogether weak and partial, and inade-

quate to the result which Providence has ex-

pected from it; that revealed religion, not less

than the right state of things, is intended to

produce the wealth, strength, resources, and

embellishment of nations ; that revealed reli-

gion is most powerful in its several active ener-

gies, and is by all means to be employed for

accomplishing these important political ob-

jects ; that the kingdom of God, as well as the

right state of things, consists in works or pro-

ductions of labour and improvement, and in

advantages, enjoyments, and felicities, which,

in their several species, appertain to humanity;

that the kingdom is, in scripture, considered to

be a state of general melioration, which na-

tional wisdom and talents are capable of pro-
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ducing; that instituting the kingdom, like in-

stituting a right state of things, has an immedi-

ate tendency to prevent the ruin of states and

empires, to rectify their affairs, to advance and

aggrandize them; that the kingdom, as an ex-

pression, is a mere type of a right state of

things ; that not only the most learned, but the

Jews in general, considered revealed religion,

or the kingdom of God on earth, to be a sys-

tem of policy, employing it in this sense in

practice, and regarding the word of God as

highly economical and productive in its views

and operations. Thus the practice of our reli-

gion may be fairly implied to be the same as a

right state of things, being defective solely, be-

cause revelation is not permitted to interfere

with the condition of our probation.

The kingdom of God on earth evidently re-

fers to states and empires at large, and to these

in all parts of the world.

The kingdom is never, in scripture, exalted

as greater than the compass of human abilities

;

nor is it possible it can exceed them, since it is

the work of our species, thereby effecting its

prolKition. Any other aid or means than hu-

man, would produce a very different kingdom

from that delineated in scripture, as well as

prove repugnant to the intentions pf crea-
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sitions of divine assistance being requisite to

accomphsh the kingdom, are built on no other

foundations than the figurative language of

prophecy ; soj likewisej are the received opi-

nions of a resurrection of the dead, of the ad*-

vent ofChrist, and of a millennium accompany-

ing the establishment of the kingdom, these

being typical, pointing out rewards to those

who assist in the institution of the kingdom, or

announcing to mankind, that they will be judg-

ed hereafter, according to their merits, in re-

spect of the kingdom, during their mortal ex-

istence.

It was an object of the highest itnportance

to communicate to us the knowledge of the

kingdom by revelation, since its establishment

is the purpose of our creation. The Almighty

having ordained the kingdom should take place

through our means, therefore surely we are

cotnpetent to effect it ; and its omission or fai-

lure is our fault, though owing, in a singula?

manner, to the inexertion and insincerity of

governments. For we have not known in what

the kingdom consists, not even by any attempts

to institute a right state of things.

The scriptures point out the accomplishment

I
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of a right state of things in as minute and spe-

cific a manner as can be expected by a proba-

tionaiy being, indulgently directing his indus-

try to all useful things and improvements, and

making moral good only one article of their

recommendation.

The actual establishment of the kingdom be-

ing a grand and principal object of our reli-

gion, it is our duty, both in national and indi-

vidual concerns, to manage all things right,

and to extend improvement, with proper em-

bellishment, in all places, and in all respects;

we being universally the labourers and servants

of God, in regard of his kingdom ; we being-

created to cultivate and adorn all things in our

province, as he does in his, as much as those

things were created to be cultivated and adorn-

ed.

Hence it is our dutv, without farther or ex-

traordinary warning from the Almighty, to lose

no time in instituting the kingdom, or right

State of things, since we now know Avherein

tliey consist. However, the scriptures, as sec

the work " Peace on Earth," p. 414, and cer-

tain divine interferences, chap. vi. section 2, as-

sure us, in various ways, of the present being

the destined period for the purpose, and con-
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cur witli the present urgency of afTairs in re*

commending us to establish the British Dispen-

sation.

2. Submission to the theocratical government

of the universe, and, inchisively, of human con-

cerns ; or the obedience due from man to the

lau's and will of God.

The existence of laws of different kinds, pro-

ceeding from the common Creator, is every-

where perceptible throughout the universe, by

which all things are governed, supported, ope-

rate, and perform their allotted offices ; and

those laws are suitable to the purposes of their

respective objects, they being, in regard to our-

selves, natural, revealed, civil, political, econo-

mical, and moral laws.

Our innate sense of religion, and duty to

God, point out to us humble obedience, and

the observance of those laws. Both the Mo^
saic and Christian Dispensations strongly insist

upon our submission to the government of

God, requiring, in the most absolute manners

our compliance, not only with his laws and

commandments, but with his views and inten-

tions. The Mosaic Dispensation enforces sub-

tnission, in a most marked manner, to divine

government, and, in particular, the obedience

of kings and governments, as well as that of in-

12
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dividuals. It is so rigid, as to extend such obe-

dience to ritual observances. The Christian

most strono-lv enforces the observance of the

Divine theocracy on earth, requiring submis-

sion to the will of God as implicit and invari-

able as that paid to it in heaven. Notwith-

standing, it permits the injunctions of divine

government to be interpreted according to rea-

son and humanity, the advancement of real

good, and the practicability of beneficence.

The maintenance of divine government, in

the manner recommended, is the interest of

mankind, more especially in respect of the

kingdom of God. Notwithstanding, it is despi-

sed and abused to an infmite extent ; owing,

among other causes, to the pride, arrogance,

and love of tyranny and control, in the hearts

of those who possess power, which lead them

to substitute their own wills and laws in the

stead of those of the Almighty. For even obe-

dience to the moral law has ceased to exist in

the councils of different nations, and is become

too generally a subject of ridicule, in respect of

rectitude of intentions, good deeds, justice, na-

tional and individual rights, all of which aro

too often sacrificed to the interested views and

Justs of power.

The theocratical authority, which, remissly
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exerted, or wholly imemploycd, is a wanton

mockery and insult ollered on tiie part of man .

to God, should be eftectiially re-established,

and obeyed to its full extent. Its laws should

be known in their divine purity and excellence,

and govern mankind not as the ^^i\\ of man,

but of God ; while the knowledge of them

. should be collected both from the physical

works of God, and his divine revelation. They
tlnis support the present proposal, which is not

more strongly prescribed by revealed religion,

than it is by the inferences and precepts which

tlie ivorks and intentions of the Almighty sug-

gest.

The control exercised by the Divine theo-

cracy, is, in all respects, awful, interesting, and

calculated to restrain human transgressions, Rnd

support its own views and injunctions. It is,

however, to be assisted b}'^ religious establish-

ments, these accommodating themselves to the

views of the Divine theocracy, exercising no

authority of their own, and leaving human pro-

bation free in respect of its conformity with the

word and will of God, It is civil institutions,

or the body of society in its representatives,

that have the right of imposing religious laws,

and they by no means should invade the privi-

leges of religious sentiment. But to support
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the DivTiie will and word, and counteract the

present dreadful violation of them, the different

constituent parts of governments should correct

the disobedience and transgressions of each

other against them, as well as those of the peo-

ple ; and, in like manner, the people should

correct the same offences in governments.

More especially, the church should cease to be

.

the instrument of state purposes, and govern-

ments to bind themselves by oaths, for the pur-

pose of gratifying the clergy. Thus the true

knowledge of revealed religion, with due obe-

dience paid to its several injunctions, and these

concurring in support of the establishment of

the earthly kingdom of God, would consum-

mate the interests of every individual nation.

At the same time, different nations should

nnite in extending the rule of the kingdom

over the world, in order to perfect the inten-

tions of God, and the interests of the whole of

mankind. At least one general CQVincil should

be constituted for this purpose : it should con-

sist of deputations from different countries, of

members of virtuous and independent minds^

well acquainted with the grand scheme of hu-

man and universal economy. They ought to

promote the mutual welfare of nations, and

the prosperity of the world, by sanctioning
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and recommending the true principles of the

organized aggregate of general good ; by en-

lightening mankind through their means; and

by giving revealed rehgion its inherent eflica^y,

whichj with its several requisites, is sufficient

both to institute, and maintain the kingdom of

God on earth.

S. The employment of the means requisite

to accomplish the kingdom of God, and the

avoiding of those that actually produce the

present depraved and incompetent state ©f

things, both as they are mysteriously repre-

sented under different types, and as revealed

to us by explicit declaration, in the scriptures.

Those means, so opposite to each other, ar^e

with studious attention pointed out in the scrip-

tures. They are here allegorized, to give them

greater weight and consequence ; ami to im-

press more strongly upon us the information^

that there is a practical art of doing good, and

conducting the diffei'ent interests of human
welfare, and an incompetent, perverted, cor-

rupted method in opposition to it, which is

employed in counteracting luiman prosperity

and happiness, and doing evil. The first is re-

presented under the different allegorical fonn,^

of a stone cut out of the mountain witliout

hands, the ancient of days, a branch rooted in
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our blessed Saviour, the straight wa}^ the he^

loved city standing On twelve the most precious

foLindatioDS in nature, which several allusions

correspond with the practical art of human

welfare ; and the second, is personified as the

little horn that came up among the ten great

horns of the fourth beast, as Babylon the rfto*-

ther of harlots and abominations of the earth,

as the malignant asp and savage brute, and,

in express words, as the system of lies, vanity,

and things wherein there is no prafrt. For it

was of the highest importance to mankind, that

the two means, at least as they exist in their

effects, and constitute the instruments of good

and evil, should be made known compatibly

with the conditions of our probation j and that

we should be stimulated to prosecute the dis-

covery of them, as such instruments. For this

purpose they are generally revealed to us,

and absolutely typified. The ignorance of

them, with the consequent supposition, that

the means were wanting of accomplishing the

right state of things on earth, has l)een the

cause, why this state, and the kingdom, have

not been established ; therefore even the bare

mention of their existence is a momentous com-

iimnication. There are, however, numerous

subordinate means essential to the establishment
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scriptures, embracing the different aids and

services recommended in the present chapter.

4. The knowledge of the passions, with thei^

due employment and corrections, that is, the

proper modes of instigating and controlling

them, as is requisite for answering the purposes

of our probation on earth, and the institution

of the kingdom, in the accomplishment of a

rifrht state of thinejs on earth.

The proper energies, and regular conduct

of the passions, produce the most salutary ef-

fects to mankind, which the knowledge of them

will show, from their great diversity, extent, and

influence upon our actions and sentiments, they

leading us to numerous deeds and enterprises,

that are indispensable to constitute the right

state of things on earth. Even religion itself is

a passion, when excited in our hearts. On the

other hand, their excess and perversions are

fatal, and produce the v/orst of errors and

vices, even in the wisest and most virtuous.

Blinding the understanding, they prejudice

man in favour of a depraved state of things,

and indispose him against the means, that

would correct their abuses. They are more in-

cidental to governments than to individuals

:

and the inexperience of adversity by the higher

K
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or weahhier classes, accompanied with modes

of education peculiarl}'- favourable to some of

tlie worse passions, particularly that of false

honour, and the total neglect by them of the

proper study of human welfare, have rendered

these classes inadequate to the prosecution of

the true interests of the country; to the rescue

of states and empires in their decline, by com-

prehensive views and sublime mental energies,

from the fatal means of subversion. The do-

minion of false honour is sufficiently strong to

be capable of preventing, at the worst times,

the redress of our public affairs, and the preser-

vation of the empire; of enamouring the higher

ranks always with the present state of affairs,

as a proper companion to those splendours

and glories of uncivilized and barbarous times,

which history so lavishly records; of making

the lower ranks look up to them at all

periods, with blind love and admiration, and

exult in such splendours and glories, so as to

support the destructive infatuation of their supe-

ors; of wholly excluding the services of prac-

tical genius and merit; and thus of rendering

the most illustrious nations, even the British

empire itself, proud and exalted monuments

with deatli smelling rank under their most

boasted honours and trophies, could deceased
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out leaving a melancholy vestige behind, be

compared even to sepulchral monuments. The

proper use that therefore should be made of the

passions, is to concentre their force in the

establishment and support of the British Dis-

pensation, to advance this eflectuall}^ by their

powerful well regulated efforts, to search with

solicitude every where for practical genius and

merit, as well as. to make the dispensation the

object of our own most active cultivation and

exertions.

The passions cannot be properly understood

without the knowledge of the anatomy or con-

stitution of the mind, which is brought to view

in the work entitled, " Peace on Earth.'* Be-

ing compared with the specification of the pas-

sions hcr^, the precepts of the Christian Dis-

pensation will be most truly estimated; since

they will be found to be principally directed

to the due administration of the passions. This

is particularly explained by the work in treat-

ing of religion. The management of the pas-

sions is in the New Testament treated in so

minute a manner, and with such wonderful

conformity to the anatomy of the human
mind, as to show far greater knowledge than

X:ould have been expected in the ordinary

K 2
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course of things from those who composed the

New Testament, or were the principal parties

in the actions here recorded ; they must there-

fore have been preternaturally assisted, or been

sent from God. Thus viewed, the precepts

they have given us, are the strongest arguments

in favour of the divinity of the Christian reUr

gion. They are, however, not more wonderr

fully calculated to restrain the headstrong and

more inveterate impulses of different species of

the passions, than to encourage the mild and

beneficent.

5. The perfect and unlimited exercise of the

grand duty of doing good, or of beneficence,

whether to our species and selves, or to the

works of creation at large.

This important and extensive duty is well

known to be an earnest object of the christian

mission. It likewise enjoins the accomplish-

ment of the will of God, and his kingdom ^

therefore the accomplishment of whatever good,

beyond the selfish interests of our species, may

be essential to the glory and service of our Cre-

ator.

The duty of beneficence is, notv/ithstanding,

neglected in the extreme: For christians da

not observe it in the manner expected from

tiiem, but in professions instead of deeds. In
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miuimerable instances, tiie}^ entertain tl»c mo^

culpable indiiFcrence and insensibility to the

advancement of good, and the sentiments of

benevolence, even to the trne interests of their

country ; worse than savages, they are addicted

to war, cruelty, and inhumanitj', to malignity,

and persecution.

Improvement in general, good and skilful

management, executive abilities, iiseful know--

ledge, and the support of the decency of things

with embellishment, are means that greatly ex-

tend the limits of beneficence, as well as are

essential to the accomplishment of the right

state of things, or the kingdom of God on

earth : and they thus constitute highly impor-

tant religious duties.

6. The excitement of religion as a passiofi of

the human mind, accompanied with the em-

ployment, and proper application, of what may
be called the subsidiary essences of revealed re-

ligion, to their respective purposes.

For religion is actually a passion, when it is

excited in a proper degree, as is explained, un-

der the anatomy of the mind, in the work above

mentioned. The work likewise shows, as it

treats of religion in particular, that, as a pas-

sion, it possesses force and energy competent

to effect the establishment of the kingdom of
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God, or the right state of things on earth. For,

when we are truly enlightened, our religion

will be found to operate both as the practical

art of human welfare, and the most effectual

incentive for accomplishing those divine pur-

poses.

The five principal subsidiary essences of re-

vealed religion, as they are above termed, are

themselves species of passion, and singularly

partake of the passion of religion. They are

faith ;
grace ; conformity to the conciliatory

^ews of the blessed sacrifice, by fulfilling the

purposes of a mission so costly to God, and in-

teresting to ourselves ; the exciting of due

hopes and fears within our bosoms, through the

certain or revealed knowledge of a resurrec-

tion;, and a future state of rewards or punish-

ments, allotted for our conduct on earth, as

good, bad, or indifferent ; and that due sorrow

and contrition, or repentance, which lead to

the req^uisite amendment of our hearts and ac-

tions. Their several energies are therefore se-

dulously to be employed, as most povv'erful as-

sistances to the purposes of revealed religion.

They are not to be mistaken, in conformity to

a common error, for the real constitution or

practice of our religion ; but are merely to be

rendered subservient to the support of the dif-
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fcrent views, and operative parts, of revealed

religion, as instruments of human welfare.

Consequently, they are instruments appropri-

ated to the institution of the kingdom of God,

to the theocracy of the Divine will, to the due

employment of the practical art of human wel-

fare, to the cultivation of the different human

passions, to the unlimited advancement of be-

neficence on earth, to the excitement of reli-

gion as a peculiar passion in itself, and to re-

ligious worship as accommodated to its valuable

purposes.

7. The suitable accommodation of divine

worship in aid of those acts and deeds, the per-

formance of which is as much a religious duty,

as that of the offices of devotion ; while, at the

same time, it is employed for the holy trans-

mission of human gratitude, and the solicitation

of heavenly favour.

Public worship effectually improved, being

rendered instructive and operative in regard of

our concerns, as well as pious and dutiful in its

effects to our Creator, would greatly contribute

to the advancement and perfection of our sli-

des ; w^ould therefore contribute to the ad-

vancement of the kingdom of God, of v\ liicU

man is the grand agent. Public worship would

also be highly beneficial in the frequent pledg-
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ing and renewing of our solemn promises to

support the obligation, which our rehgion im-

poses, of estabhshing the kingdom of God j and

woukl induce us to co-operate more soHcitous-

ly, as a nation, in effecting it. At the same

time awakening our sensibihty for one another,

as a body of men joined in a common cause,

the general interest of all, it would extend our

affections and benevolence to all our country-

men. h\ like manner, favourably disposing

them to each other, it would cordially unite all

nations in mutual love and esteem, while they

were engaged in completing the kingdom of God
throughout the earth, as an universal right state

of things; would consequently combine them

as one community, in maintaining permanent

peace, and in rendering the unremitted and un-

limited performance of reciprocal services the

grand duty, which they ovv'e to that Creator,

who diversified the productions of the globe for

the purpose of men being employed in their

general distribution and exchange.

Therefore, at this critical period, religious

worship should be more especially accommoda-

ted to the earnest support of the practical pro-

posal of tlie British Dispensation; w^e adopting

proper forms of prayer for the happy deliver-

ance of nations from their present indifference
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and insensibility to human good, and from that

gross neglect of advancing the right state of

things, which is become general alike in go-

vernments, and their subjects.

Thus the present chapter, while it points out

the essential constituent views, and operative

parts of revealed religion, above treated, fur-

nishes, in their combination, a divine art for

the purpose of advancing human welfare, that

may be deemed the m6st perfect instrument in-

genuity can contrive for the intention, as far as

it is meant to operate. For it is an art infinite-

ly powerful and effective in its own means and

influences ; and, as it is defective, becomes

complete, when we join to it the practical art

which was the subject of the first chapter, and

the performance of our probationarj^ duties ex-

plained in the second; that is, when we per-

form both what our religion enjoins, and the

things which it leaves to a considerable extent

for our own labours to explore, combine, and

execute. For such is the grand scheme both

of our earthly and heavenly welfare. Our pro-

bationary state is destined to prepare for us a

future life of inestimable glory and felicity by
accomplishing a right state of things on earth,

while it gives us at the same time real sublu-

nary prosperity and happiness, in the actual

I.
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accomplishment of this state. Thus it is the Al-

mighty himself, who in natural and revealed

religion, who in the grand scheme of human
economy connected with that of the universe,

Ojfters the practical proposal of the British Dis-

pensation, for the completion of his own pur-

poses, and glory on earth, for the consumma-

tion of the good of ourselves, and the human,

species at large.

CHAP. IV.

Reasons for instituting the perfect state of civili-

zation, in other words, a right state of things,

and the true scheme of human economy, as they

are drawn : 1st, from the contrary state or

scheme, and usual routine of national proceed-

ings, having hitherto been necessarily destruc-

tive to all the principalities and empires ever

kjtown in the xvorld, and their present tendency

and operations being such, as to menace the

subversion of the British empire : ^dly, from

such a perfect state of civilization, or true

scheme of human economy, being absolutely re-

quisite to preserve the empire from destruction,

since it alone possesses inherent virtue a?id effi.-

cacy to complete the strength^ ajfliience, prospe-
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rilijy happiness, and aggrandizemenL of ihe em-

pire : aiid, Sdly, from its instructing us hoiv

to avoid the usual causes ofpast zvars, how to

7nake peace on the most desirable terms, arid

hozvy zvhen thus made, to maintain it.

SECTION I.

THAT a state contrary or inferior to the

right state of things, to the grand scheme of

human economy, to a perfect state of civihza-

tion, has always hitherto, and mnst necessarilv

always, be ruinous to nations and empires, and

in its present tendency and operations actually

threatens the subversion of the British empire.

The precarious and complex interests of

states and empires require the best modes that

can be adopted, to administer them : and the

past with the present state of civilization, or

the different modes that have been in use for

conducting national affairs, being altogether in-

competent to their administration, being fre-

quently accompanied with gross inability, igno-

rance, crime, follj^, or misconduct, and produc-

tive of both deterioration and distress, must un-

avoidably, and, in the end, with accelerated

progress, involve all empires in absolute ruin.

States and empires may thus subject them-

selves to destruction in various modes hitherto

L2
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unknown, unsuspected, and very different from

those that were the prelude to the fall of the

Grecian republics, and Roman empire; But as

such modes appear most remarkable in those

who direct the affairs of nations, and in the

conduct of the public or people themselves, I

propose to show separately, in these two in-

stances, how readily an imperfect state of civi-

lization may destroy nations without exciting

previous alarm.

In this stage of empire the directors of then^

affairs are unacquainted with the practical art

of human welfare, as well as subject to the

sway and impulse of the passions. Conse-

quently the}^ are not competent by knowledge,

talents, and wisdom to manage, in the manner

that is requisite, the great affairs, wherewith

they are intrusted. They are not impelled by

a proper sense of duty to cultivate the public

and private interests, and advance them with

grand, aspiring, and comprehensive views.

Hence their meliorative and executive abilities

become weak from want pf exercise, while gross

and fatal miscarriages arise in the arduous en-

terprizes, wherein they are of course involved

:

but they are incapable of devising measures

commensurate to extraordinary emergencies,

nor know in what manner to increase the real
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wealth, and strength of nations, when these be-

come weak, and unequal to contend with their

enemies. They never attempt to rectify public

affairs, and correct alarming abuses, but per-

mit the vessel to drive at random upon the

shoals of destruction. They make no provision

against danger or distress, employ no radical

measures or fundamental principles, that would

be able in themselves to support the state in

unforeseen emergencies, and stem the tide of

ruin ; but leaving these to the public to supply,

yet suppress their efforts and endeavours for

supplying their own omissions. They invaria-

bly persevere in their projects and designs,

even when they contend against superior ge-

nius and abilities, not reflecting on the neces-

sity, in this case, of a timely and effectual ac-

commodation. They labour under too great

prejudices, when under no actual incapacity,

either to understand the right state and ma-

nagement of things, or to apply proper reme-

dies to their natural evils, and incidental cala-

mities, while the people are kept too blind and

ignorant to aflbrd them the salutary control,

and the invaluable suggestions, which are es-

sential to the maintenance, prosperity, and
happiness of nations.

The directors of the affairs of states and na~
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tions have, in this stage of government, beea

attached, in a particular manner, to the imbe-

cile, imperfect, and even the most depraved

practices of that barbarous state wherein they

live, though it is no more than the commence-

ment of civilization : a,nd, as barbarous, they

are unable to relinquish their ancient usages

and customs. Their attachment to precedents

of the worst kind has been so strong, that they

have mistaken national crime and weaknesses,

for national virtue and energy, and actually

followed a routine of ruin for the preservation

and aggrandizement of empires. When, in so-

litary instances, a new and salutary measure

has been explored, it is for the most part adop-

ted to support the tenor of past proceedings,

and the general administration of affairs is ne-

ver in fact improved. Even duty and princi-

ple, as well as talent and policy, can now be

dispensed with, and become unnecessary, while

embellishment, display, and factitious aggrail-

dizement supply their absence. Eloquence

and the different species of anonymous litera-

ture, similar to those of our newspapers and

reviews, are able by the power of words to

supersede the most important propositions,

can disguise the most contemptible scenes of

vice and weakness, and impose the vilest falla-
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cies upon the different ranks of an unenligh-

tened nation. They can aggrandize the most

futile of public measures ; comparatively speak-

ing, they can persuade even senates to what

they please, that a straw is a pillar of iron, or

a mine of gold.

In such a state of civilization, the catastrophe

of empires may readtly be consummated by the

degeneracy of the forms, or the corruptions, of

Governments. On one hand, lawless tyranny,

and popular anarchy, may fatally prevail. On
the other, eqvial, or far greater evils, may arise

through different oligarchical parties interposed

between the monarch and the people, all of

them alike insufficiently informed, pursuing

the same fatal measures, and attached to their

own interests more than to those of the people

and their sovereign. Even their leaders in

barbarous periods are worshipped as gods by

fallen and deluded nations, although they un-

derstand neither the interests of human welfare,

nor the management of national affairs, pos-

sessing the, sole merit of being fluent speakers,

good disputants, intelligent in the points and

energies of language, argumentative, florid,

and illustrative in their harangues.

Thus ruin may overwhelm states and empires

in various unforeseen or unknown modes, be-
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its approach; even while in their own opinions,

they are proceeding upon the most unerring

and sure foundations. In a Uke heedless and

inadvertent manner, the people will be found in

an imperfect state of civilization, to contribute

to their own destruction, and to the rapid fall

of the greatest of empires, even being lost to

sensibility for the calamities and miseries con-

sequent upon themselves and their posterity.

In the first place, that due control, which the

public can happily exercise over the proceed-

ings of every kind of government, may whol-

ly cease, they acquiescing in the fatal pro-

ceedings which they alone can cheeky They

may be so weak and unenlightened in them-

selves, or may be so far misled by various de-

lusions, as to support the worst practices of the

most dishonourable state of civilization, and

to become actual instruments of the destruc-

tion of their country. In the second place,

they may wholly forget, that the exercise of

their talents and genius is always highly ser-

viceable, and necessary, in a rude and imper-

fect state of civilization. They may, in conse-

quence, become altogether inert, whether in

exploring or supporting better measures ; may
fear, or loathe these ; even conspire against the
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scheme of a right state of things, and openly

oppose its institution. It follows, that we our-

selves in a critical situation like the present,

may possibly afford no assistance to the mea-

sures best calculated for the preservation of

the empire and its ultimate aggrandizement
j

and that the independence and liberality of na-

tional character or sentiment may be wholly

lost, though they are indispensable to the pro-

tection of that grand scheme of human econo-

my, which alone can protect states and empires

from the subversion they all of them are known

to have experienced in rotation, since the com-

mencement of the world.

Under certain circumstances the public mind

is very readily subject to the abuses, and neg-

lect of the duties, above described : it is there-

fore proper to point out those circumstances,

that they may be corrected in due time, before

they become absolutely fatal. For such abuses

and neglect unavoidably take place, vi'hen the

public mind is absorbed in an insatiate thirst

after riches and power ; in a universal passion

for mere fame, character, false splendour and

honour, which divert the efforts of the genius

and talents of the country from the advance-

ment of the general welfare j in literary delu-

sions purposely contrived to mislead and play

M
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upon the different orders of society ; in men in-

stead of measures; in prejudice, and in igno-

rance of the principles of civiHzation ^—when'

the pubhc mind excludes the moral feelings,

approving of crime and injustice in proportion

as they are serviceable or profitable ;—when it

estranges itself from the greatness and liberality

of sentiment, indispensable to the institution of

extensive improvements, and the heroic enter-

prizes they require ;—when it resists the con-

viction of truth, and is no longer guided by its

suggestions in national affairs, and the interests

of society;—when it is inattentive or blindly

partial to its own vices and follies, but violent

and inveterate against those, of which it ac-

cuses other states;—when it rests satisfied in

its present attainments, though narrow and

circumscribed, while ignorantly or meanly it

apprehends all to be done, which is necessary

or practicable for completing public and pri-

vate interests;—when its haughty arrogance is

become so great, that it cannot condescend to

see its own vices and errors, to embrace or de-

vise the means of repairing its own defects and

depravities.

Having thus shown in what manner the peo-

ple themselves may be fatal to states and em-

pires, as well as ministers, it might in the next
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place be proper to enter into the detail of our

present situation, so highly perilous in respect

of foreign powers. This, however, is unneces-

sary on account of the particulars being known

to all persons, especially the increasing num-

ber and ascendancy of our enemies, and a

world of strength, population, and riches, at-

tempted to be formed against Great Britain,

the unlimited power of which must in the end

wholly overpower her ph3^sical and political

resources, unless counteracted by the present

proposal. Thus it is possible, as will appear

from the preceding views, for the greatest of

empires, in the effulgence of the most glorious

achievements, to experience an untimely and

unexpected downfal, and for the British empire

itself to be suddenly overthrown, while it has

no reason to feel alarm from the violence of

anarchy, from the attacks of tyranny upon its

liberties, or from the enervations of luxur3^

Therefore it is incumbent upon ministers to be

certain of the foundations of the hazardous

measures they are pursuing, and the public

should be competent to assist them in the scru-

tiny, and in rectifying those measures, by be-

ing enlightened through the knowledge of the

organized aggregate of luiman welfare.

Sf.CTION 2d.—That the adoption of the true

M 2
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scheme of human economy, or the institution

of the right state of things, is indispensable to

procure us that abundance, afHuence, power,

and population, those talents and wisdom, those

numerous improvements and additional resour-

ces, which would, by increasing our national

strength, prevent the overthrow of the empire,

and support it even in opposition to its own in-

ternal mismanagement, the strongest of its ene-

mies ! would redress affairs as injuriously ef-

fected by present circumstances, and raise the

wealth and power of Great-Britain to heights

hitherto unknown of aggrandizement, but in all

respects practicable.

It is needless to explain the particulars now

announced, they being sufficiently obvious, or

to support the necessity of adopting them by

additional arguments to those already emplo}^-

ed. It is self-evident, that we ought, on innu-

merable accounts, to comply with the abovs

intentions ; it may be permitted therefore to

make the following observations in a desultory

manner.

The views which the section points out, are

not only, as has been seen, the injunctions of

the Almighty, but are essential to relieve our

present burdens and grievances, and to avert

the extreme miseries and calamities that await
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the impending catastrophe of the empire. We
have likewise, as subjects, an incontrovertible

right to enjoy whatever farther prosperity and

happiness can be acquired on earth. We shall

not act wrong, in any respect, towards govern-

ment, in supporting the grand scheme. On
one hand, if we succeed, we shall be the more

strongly attached to the constitution ; on the

other hand, if we freely remonstrate to govern-

ment on the necessity of their introducing the

grand scheme of human economy, we shall

show ourselves their truest friends, while we
faithfully discharge our religious and proba-

tionary duties.

Tlie scheme is by no means too extensive.

For every resource it contains is necessary,

even on account of our present situation : and

the higher, as well as most important, acquisi-

tions of civilization, such as the maintenance of

the reciprocal relations of nations, the perma-

nency of peace, and due provision for the indi-

vidual interests of society, require every aid

which the institution of a right state of things

can advance. Farther, the adoption of the

whole scheme is become absolutely necessary,

because the French themselves have embraced
it to a very considerable extent; and on this

account would overpower us, unless we place
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ourselves on an equal footing with them, in re-

spect of this, the most interesting of all objects.

It would even exalt us, as men or individuals,

from the low state wherein an imperfect and

barbarous state of civilization has long held our

species : and it might be shown, that our rivals

owe the genius and energies that distinguish

them at the present period, to the adoption of

it. Through the medium of the grand scheme,

they are even instituting the improvement of

the world at large ; are calling ail its resources

into action ;
proceeding to civilize nations, and ,

effect the facilities of their internal intercourse,

even in the interior of Asia ; and re-establish-

ing the ancient inland commerce, to the exclu-

sion of the present maritime. For only in these

modes, so interesting to human welfare, can

they accomplish the purposes of their present

policy, levelled against our empire and its na-

val power: and, by effecting them, they will

be able to succeed in their intentions, and to

combine the resources of the world against

us.

The imminent danger wherein we are pla-

ced, may, in a great measure, be referred to

the rejection of the grand scheme of human

eqonomy, which 1 advised my country long

since to adopt ; then setting on foot myself the
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mprovement of the ancient world, as the most

advisable means of making a permanent and

advantageous peace vv^ith France. The mea-

sure, having now taken place, will however

only more readily promote this object, if we

chuse to avail ourselves of the circumstance in

the manner we may.

Our danger may likewise be referred, in a

considerable degree, to the neglect of cultiva-

ting our interests, as a practical art or profes-

sion. For different past administrations have

by no means forwarded the progress of civili-

zation, either introduced themselves the melio-

rative powers into practice, or favoured their

efforts in others, but the contrary. They may,
I deny not, have beea men of abilities ; but

they never rendered their abilities executive,

pusillanimously restricting their activity to pre-

cedents, to the routine of practice, to the law

and law-forms of their country. No experi-

ence, however considerable, acquired in these,

can give talents 'that kind of practice thev

require for improvement ; can qualify men
for the extraordinary exigencies of state, that

are daily occurring ; can give to art, to the

art of human welfare, that extent and degree

of science which are absolutely necessary in

advancing human interests to perfection; ever
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made a real statesman, or sound legislator

;

or suggested to these, at any period, the prac-

ticability of advancing human welfare farther

than its present state. The Jate ministers gave

sufficient proof, that they had made no pro-

gress in the study and cultivation of human

welfare : for they advanced improvements only

in detached measures, which were simply af-

firmative or negative decrees ; the aggregate of

which could be of no avail in saving the coun-

try, or instituting a right state of things. In

the present critical situation of their country, I

might ask, but I should ask an unnecessary

question, if Lord Hawkesbury or Lord Eldon

be acquainted with the art of human welfare,

or the practical system of civilization, or even

with .this system in any one of the twelve de-

partments of human welfare. Do they really

suppose themselves equal to the present criti-

cal situation of affairs, and the rectifying them,

any otherwise than by the comparison of their

merits, as not inferior to those of their prede-

cessors ? Hence it is upon men in inferior sta-

tions, who, from their particular educations,

can unite art with science, who can in practice

employ meliorative and executive abilities

combined with useful knowledge, who can at-

tend to the various diversified parts of the or-
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ganized aggregate of human welfare, and who

possess real productive energies, upon whom
nations and empires must place their principal

dependence in critical periods like the present.

Having discovered the grand scheme of hu-

man economy, as a Avhole complete in all its

parts, as pre-ordained and commanded by the

Almighty, as provided with a practical art,

wherewith nations may advantage themselves

in the most essential manner, and consummate

their public and private interests, we ouglit to

avail ourselves of it in a manner the most be-

neficial to our interests at this eventful period ;

in ourselves carrying it into effect at home, and

in communicating and dispensing it to different

foreign powers throughout . the w^orld, who

would hence receive the greatest of all ser-

vices at our hands. For thus we -should for

ever be considered as their supreme benefac-

tors, like the demigods of old : we should en-

sure ourselves a sincere reconciliation with

those nations, the friendship and cordiality of

which we have forfeited : obtain, in return,

whatever advantages it is our interest to hold

in the general commerce of the v, orld ; and

procure the best and most desirable terms of

peace, while we should not appear to seek it

directly, or from compulsion, but obtain it as

N
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a natural consequence of the Dispensation.

When the grand scheme of human economy

shall be presented to nations in a manner suit-

able to its own genius, it will be welcomed as

the imperial sun of Great-Britain, driving from

them all the horrific clouds, and gloomy darl^^

ness, that are pestilential to human nature, en-

lightening mankind, to free them from want

and misery, and giving them the infinite bless-

ings of human prosperity and happiness : it

Avould thus be sure to procure us every grate-

ful and honourable return, Avhich it would be

policy to seek or demand.

Section 3d.—That the grand scheme of hu-

man economy, or the institution of the right

state of things* on earth, is competent, in all re-

spects, to procure us a desirable .and lasting

peace; for it will teach us to avoid the causes

of past wars, instruct us how to obtain proper

terms of peace on true principles, and give

effectual support to the peace it provides.

In the first place, the scheme would materi-

ally contribute to our avoiding war in future,

since it would teach us that wars, even m our

days, have in general been owing to the im-

perfect and rude state of civilization ; thus it

would enlighten us in respect to the causes,

and the necessity there is for war between dif-
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fcrent nations. For wars may too frequently

be traced to sources, that appear ridiculous or

unjust to the parties themselves, when they are

terminated, and betray not only actual igno-

rance of political knowledge, but of the princi-

ples of human welfare -at large. They may too

freqaentl}^ for it is important to enter into a

isufiicient detail upon the subject, be referred

to the barbarous state of civilization, more ra-

pidly degenerating, as it approaches to its ex-

treme;—to the ungovernable violence, invete-

racy, or powerful deceptions, which the pas-

sions and false honour practise upon different

governments;—to nations being forgetful, or

really ignorant, that the prosperity and happi-

ness of any one is their common interest, and

that to hinder any one from doing well, and to

engross^ its means of prosperity and happiness,

is their own injury;—to want of knowledge, in

our own case, in respect of those meliorative

resources, which, called into action, Avould en-

able, us to 0})pose defiance against any possible

increase of the power of France;—to political

errors, to- want of judgment, so common an

occurrence in politics, to inability to form a

good and permanent peace, which insuflicien-

cies would all be corrected, or supplied, in the

state of things proposed to be instituted ^—to

N2
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frequently considering our enemies as unwise,

even in ascribing to the French emperor the

ambition of universal conquest, in supposing

him incapable of being satisfied with his suit-

able share of foreign territories, and of know-

ing that peace was his own interest, and cer-

tain limitations that of the French empire

;

still more in supppsing it was ambition, and

not absolute necessity, that was the first motive

of the French surrounding their eastern fron.

tiers with an exterior barrier ;—to perseverance

in employing, so as to exhaust, the resources

of Europe, for carrying on perpetual war,

which has at length left its different powders at

the mercy of France, and brought about a

dreadful counter- action ;—to unnecessary fears,

to greater apprehensions of invasion than are

warranted,' and to adhering to past precedents

in a novel and alarming situation, when an ex-

traordinary and inventive policy becomes un-

avoidable ;—to not havir\g permitted the con-

tinental powers to remain in that state where-

in they were placed by the peace of Amiens,

which would, w ith time, have been more than

a competent counterpoise against France ;—to

mistaken calculations of the impracticability of

avoiding frequent wars, to our views being

therefore occupied with monopolizing wealth
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on their account, and not making peace on the

terms requisite to render it permanent.

In the second place, the adoption of the true

scheme of human 'economy would supply the

most appropriate terms for making a desirable

and permanent peace ; terms not more diffo

rent from those hitherto employed, than infi-

nitely advantageous, for the purpose. The

scheme embraces the improvements and re-

sources of the world at large, and in the suit-

able distribution of the infinite advantages, that

may be drawn therefrom, among tlie principal

belligerent powers, will satisfy them in such a

manner, as readily to procure and perpetuate

peace. Beside, it would employ all nations up-

on their true interests, and thus reduce in de-

gree, or remove their present frequent interfe-

rences with each other's interests ; it would in-

duce them in common, as before explained, to

advance, in an earnest manner, a right state of

things upon religious motives, and to relinquish

the past erroneous policy of the world, so ad-

verse to them ; as well as supply them with

those infinite additional advantages in the civi-

lization and improvement of the world at large,

with those copious and abundant materials of

wealth, and increase of commercial exchange,

that would effectually establish their peace and
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amity upon solid and extensive principles of in-

terest. Different countries are created, and

certainly not in vain, to be mutually service-

able, in spite of distance and difference of cli-

mates, or rather by these are rendered inti-

mp,tely valuable to one another : and if with

true polic}^ we explore, and avail ourselves of

these services, in the manner we ought j if,

while we forward tlieir universal prosperity*

and happiness, we are content with the fair

profits of commercial exchange, we shall find,,

in these means, the cement of an immediate,

durable, and desirable peace. Thus the gene-

ral and permanent peace of the world woulcl^

be established upon advantageous and liberal

foundations, altogether the reverse of what lii-

therto they have been; and upon that sacred

veneration for the British Dispensation, as the

joint consummation of true religion and hu-

man interests, which is capable of uniting na-

tions, into what was intended, into the universal

commonwealth of the pia,netary world they in-

habit.

The first movements , of mankind to this ef-

fect have already commenced, since the French

have availed themselves of the opportunity to

combine different nations together for purposes

which require, as pointed out in the lasi sec-
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tioii, the general extension of civilization and

improvement througliout the world : conse-

quently they would, in our establishing the

British Dispensation, be rendered highly fa-

vourable to all the different intentions of this

Dispensation, and, in particular, to our obtain-

ing of peace as now proposed. But my works,

that have so long supported the true scheme of

human economy, anticipated the measures of

France upon tlie subject; and, proceeding up-

on the same foundations of the improvement of

the ancient world, but on a scale suitable to the

situation of things at the time, struck out views

of accommodation between France and our-

selves, that v/ould, events show, have procured

us a most advantageous and lasting peace. In

particular, they guarded against the danger that

has now come to pass, in the present political

situation of the continental powers, respecting

the south-eastern parts of Europe, and Asia at

large, by a proposal of establishing on our part

the kingdom of Assyria, to extend from the

southern regions of the Levant to the Persian

Gulph 5 an establishment which would at the

same time protect our Indian empire, and en-

able us to partake of the advantages of the pro-

posed civilization of the ancient world.

This kingdom my works prove can be
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founded with facility and perfect security in the

assistance we may receive from France for the

purpose ; and the measure, strange to say ! is

now become unavoidable in true pohcy. At
the same time, the depreciation of the value of

our colonies in the West Indies, and the wis-

dom of affording them liberal relief, are strong

arguments in favour of the measure ; nor is it,

in fact, a daring and romantic proposal of po-

litical improvement, when it is contrasted with

our late intentions of seizing upon South Ame-

fica. At the same time we might retain the

ancient foreign possessions we hold through-

out the world, with the late acquisitions of

Ceylon, Trinidad, the Cape of Good Hope,

and Malta, and acquire others, as far as the

extent of such views might be found our true

policy. The present acquisition of the Brazils,

or the assistance we afford the king of Portugal

to retain them, shows we might procure the

most desirable situations throughout the world

for extending our foreign empire, should we

not follow the commands and intentions of the

Almighty in establishing the infinitely valuable

kingdom of Assyria. For France enlarging her

empire in an extraordinary manner, and in its

enlari^emcnt possessing sufficient resources of

ivealth and prosperity to admit the imperial
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aggrandizement of Great Britain, Avould be

favourably disposed to these views, for the pur-

pose of forming a lasting peace under the au-

spices of the British Dispensation.

We ought, however, in the aggrandizement

of our empire, to be moderate enough to un-

derstand our real interests, which are the ac-

commodation of nations in general of any po-

litical consequence, and the happy settlement

of the interests of the world at large : and we
may be the more liberal on the occasion, since

the advancement of our domestic improvements

is the most essential requisite in our present

political situation. All the different objections

that may be here started, can be fully an-

swered, and even readily, by having recourse

to different heads contained in the present pro-

posal. Let us, therefore, preserve our poli-

tical importance, not by perpetual war, which

wdll destroy it, but in the manner above pointed

out. Thus we shall always be able to support

the dignity and honour of our empire, and at

the same time shall prove invaluable friends to

the M'estern part of the continent of Europe,

which in the aggrandizement of the more eas-

tern regions, and of Asia in general, must now
and always feel the value of our alliance and

assistance. Let us in our infinite past experi-

O
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encc see the folly and absurdity of supporting^

till we exist no longer an empire, a perpetual

train of wars against France ; a power we can-

not conquer, and which shows us even in new

resources, in. those of Russia and the Black Sea,

of Constantinople, of the Archipelago and its

islands, and of the Levant and Greece, the in-

terminable means she possesses, if coiripelled

by actual necessity, of acquiring maritime

greatness for the destruction of our national in-

dependency. If, however, in making peace,

we may be disappointed in certain respects, or

lose some objects which we wish to regain upon

the Continent, let us turn our attention to the

high and immortal glories, to the immense ad-

vantages we shall acquire in the honour of in-

troducing and supporting the divine scheme of

human economy ;
glories and advantages that

are far superior to those any people has before

attained in the annals of history.

We have the opportunity at present of pro-

curing peace on the most satisfactory terms,

in our immense naval power; in the effectual

services we could render to the extensive pro-

ject of restoring the prosperity and happiness

of the ancient Avorld ; and in its being in our

power to remove all jealousies, by our conduc-

ting ourselves, or by both parties conducting
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themselves, according to the fundamental prin-

ciples of the grand scheme of human econom.y.

For this would be alike desirable to the parties,

and the compliance with it, wise on all sides,

would effectually facilitate the means of obtain-

ing a solid and advantageous peace, as well as

be crowned with a commercial treaty so inter-

esting and desirable to both countries, as to re-

generate, and perjjetuate mutual amity and

attachment between them. However, neither

the time nor the opportunit}'-, for thus accom-

modating differences, can be prolonged; and

we are driving, as it were, with a rapid career,

to shorten their duration. Happily, if we con-

sult our own interests ! the grand scheme com-

prises, in the practical art of human welfare, all

the talents and powers of device, with all the

poHtical m.eans, necessary to produce whatever

plan or measures can consolidate peace on the

views now suggested. Happily \ it is able to

surmount the most arduous obstacles, and to

convert perpetual war itself into peace, wealth,

happiness, and righteousness*.

In the third place, the divine scheme of hu-

man economy is competent to maintain and

perpetuate peace between nations, when peace

* Sec the subject of procuring peace resumed, p. jsq.

02
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has been made upon suitable terms, in the man-s

ner above proposed.

It is candid, on the part of man, to admit,

that the Ahnighty, having created the interests

of nations reciprocal and dependent on one an-

other, has provided practical means, by which

those interests may be permanently reconciled,

and nations, fixed in the uninterrupted posses-?

sion of them, may cleave togetlier in durable

bonds of peace ; and that those means may be

explored by us in our present state of proba-

tion and discovery. We know for a certainty,

that justice and generosity, two of his most or-

dinary laws, are the most valuable principles

of politics, although practised on mere views of

human policy, and not of morality : and it is

a known incontrovertible fact, that the war
"' occasioned by the French revolution would not

have existed at all, or been of infinitely shorter

duration, through the observance of those two

most important political principles. If pcare

were made on advantageous terms to all the

parties, the opportunity for which has been

shown to be as open as the world itself, and

supported by the valid mptives which the Bri-

tish Dispensation would suggest, in wliatever

view the subject could be discussed, peace

would be established upon a bias natural to
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nations, and on a stronger bias, as wars liad

l)een more frequent and destructive between

them. France would, in this case, connect lier

interests in as true friendship and harmony

with those of Great-Britain, as other nations,

perhaps not less cordially than Scotland and

Wales, have done. Nations thus united in

peace, being at the same time enlightened by

the knowledge of the divine scheme of human

economy, and enjoying all the advantages re-

sulting from it, which would be considerable

from its first institution, would effectually con-

trol the worst vices, follies, and ignorance of

their respective governments, should these,

which is an unfair supposition, remain un-

amended by the scheme, they still persevering

to interrupt and violate peace. The people

and their respective monarchs, acting in con-

formity with the views of the scheme as their

true interests, would readily check ministers,

actuated solely by tlieir own advantage, and

love of powder and pre-eminence j because \he

scheme is certainly capable of furnishing them

with perfect information upon those interests.

The true plan of human economy would

hovvever act with still greater force in main-

taining peace so made, since it would join all

nations in one and the same, as well as in a

perfect, mode of managing, melioratingj and
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promoting their difTerent interests, therefore

in one and the same tenor of pohtical opinion,

conduct, and practice. Thus n?ttions, adopting

the same pohtical code and international views,

would be induced, in obedience to the duties

of the Dispensation, to live in peace and good-

VI ill with one another ; the scriptures even

pointedly informing us, that men cannot other-

wise assimilate and remain in peace, no more

than iron and miry clay can cleave together.

Accordingly Providence has directed there

should be only one rule, one organized body

of human welfare, for the direction of nations

:

and as it is sufficient to influence one, so it is

sufficient to influence all nations. The impres-

sion it makes is powerful, strong, impulsive, ex-

emplary, attracting ; thus it will effectually in^

fluence different nations to follow the same in-

terests and practices international, as well as

national and individual, rendering peace and

amity universal. Therefore, the same right

state of things, being established everywhere,

'being sensibly felt in all its various advantages,

being strengthened by the conviction of its

conformity with the duties of reason, morality,

human probation, and revealed religion, and

being contrasted with the horrors and evils of

ih^ past and present state of nations, would

permanently support itself with its several rela-
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tions, among which is peace, one of its most

inestimable blessings. Thus more effectually

than any thing earthly can, the true scheme of

human economy will answer all the different

views and objects of nations, and happily con-

ciliate, by the same principles, hostile powers,

however numerous they may be, and however

opposite they hitherto have been.

Having now finished the general view I pro-

posed to take of the application of the true ori-

ginal scheme of human economy to the present

situation of my country, and of the establish-

ment, by its means, of the British Dispensation,

I beg leave to add a short conclusion, which

will particularly refer to its practicability and

actual introduction-. For however grand and

comprehensive the scheme may be alleged to

be, however it may be exaggerated in this light

beyond its real dimensions, it certainly rests on

those foundations, and is contained within that

compass of supei^tructure, which place its mag-

nitude in the grasp of the ordinary powers of

nations and individuals. It will be found, on
trial, to operate by a practical art, competent

to its different purposes, enabling it to sur-

mount all obstacles: the subjects upon which

it operates are all capable, hy its operations, of

being both formed and organized into a right
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state of things ; and the measures and plans are

actually provided that will effect such a state

:

they have been laid before the public, and they

are ready to be produced at all times. An in-

dividual has been able to put together, as well

as organize, the several parts of the scheme, to

give them their different motions, operations,

and effects; has laid down the principles and

means, by which others may readily produce

them : lastly, he places the whole in hands in-

finitely more powerful than his own, those of

liis country and mankind at large, where they

can be brought to full perfection, where they

can at pleasure be substituted in the place of a

perverted and barbarous state of civilization,

no less theoretical and visionary, than weak^

sanguinary, and criminal. It behig the preju-

dices entertained for this state of civilization,

which alone hinder the institution of that now

proposed, it may be expected they will, in no

long time, be removed : at least the scheme is

singularly constructed to surmount political ob-

stacles, as it is grand, just, and generous. By

these principles, it can embrace the widest and

most extensive interests of all nations, which,

in the natural course of things, can be durable

on no other, than such as are grand, just, and

ffenerous.
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I -therefore may be permitted to recommend,

in an earnest manner, the present proposal to

the attention of the world, as that practicable

Dispensation, which is destined to consummate

the purposes of our earthly probation, of re-

vealed religion, and all human interests what-

ever. Nations are now amenable at the tribu-

nal of God for their neglect of it, since it is

made known, and fully explained to them in

the preceding pages, to which they may readi-

ly refer.

But, in a particular manne;i% it is incumbent

upon our own government to institute the Dis-

pensation, and transmit it to the whole world.

They should also be convinced of the necessity

of reducing the administration of affairs with

which they are intrusted, to a regular art or

profession, for reasons that have been advanced

-above. They have seen, there is an operative

art for this purpose, perfect in its powers,

divine in its origin, in a most extraordinary

manner recommended by human reason, by

common sense, by natural religion and the in-

tentions of the Almighty declared through this

religion, by moral duty, by revealed religion,

by its own services, by the necessity of saving

the empire through its means. Likewise it is

indispensable for them to abandon th.e past sys-

P
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tern of measures, by being fully informed of the

barbarous and imperfect state of civilization,

which it constitutes. The consideration of their

being equal, or greater than their predecessors,

in point of talents, and the superior efficacy of

their measures, while they do not in merit rise

a«bove the level of such a state of society, is a

sorry proof of their being capable to direct the

helm of state at this, or any other less critical

period. For, though temporary successes may
occur of considerable brilliancy, can they them-

selves think favourably of them, when they do

no more than support a system, which must,

ere long, be absolutely ruinous to their coun-

try ? Let them be convinced, that the real or-

ganized aggregate of human welfare, the ser-

vices of w^hich are indispensably required at the

present period, as they have been pourtrayed

in the first three chapters, alone deserves their

future attention ; though, independently of

them, they may and ought to embrace the

contents of the present chapter, in our present

dangerous situation, for the polar star of their

political conduct, should they pay no respect

to the original scheme of human economy,

from which it proceeds.

It may, however, be positively expected

that government will see the necessity there is
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at a time like tlie present, the most extraordi-

nary in the annals of the empire, of employing

all different kinds of resources, whatever they

are, capable of being serviceable to it. In this

light, they may regard even a religious dispen-

sation as the most desirable of means, that can

be employed to meet present exigencies, al-

though they should consider it merely as a poli-

tical engine. Religion, they will perceive, is

the practice of human welfare, when its essence

is known ; is peculiarly calculated both to in-

stitute and support a right state of things

throughout the world, when its executive ener-

gies are understood; is amicable, rational, and

natural to man, when it is followed in that

goodness of heart, simplicity, and purit}', which

the scriptures enjoiri. Above all things they

should be convinced, that whatever extraor-

dinary labours may be wanted, they will be

found no other than those of a change of sys-

tem, and in execution, by employing the pro-

per art for the purpose, will prove easy, when

compared with the measures of the system mi-

nisters pursue at present. They are moderate

indeed, when compared with their object

;

when it is considered they are the whole, that

is necessary to conduct us from a barbarous to

a perfect state of civilization ; to preserve the

P2
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empire from imminent destruction ; to consum-

mate both our public and private interests.

They are even insignificant efforts and exer-

tions, w^hen estimated by the great undertakings

and improvements, which at all times, as well

as the present, have occupied the industry of

the lower orders of society, even in the de-

partment of common husbandry.

In addressing the public, or the people at

large, in support of the present proposal, I so-

licitously recommend it to the higher ranks, to

make the subject of human welfare a regular

study, in the view I have given of it in this

treatise. The study is actually 'become an. ob-

ject of the greatest consequence to the empire

;

and I think it a duty, which peculiarly apper-

tains to the higher orders. It may appear to

them at first a ridiculous and irrational pursuit,

in the manner the dissection of animal bodies

did formerly to some of the lower ranks in an-

cient Greece, when it-was first practised j but 1

may venture to say, if they establish the study,

it will render the British Dispensation a plain

and familiar undertaking, will essentially con-

tribute to their own private prosperity and hap-

piness, harmoniously blend their interests with

those of the people at large, and soon be con-

sidered as the most laudable and indispensable
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object of their ambition. They should at length

be sensible, that the splendour and eclat of

courts, of the legislature, and the higher ranks

of Society, in the manner in which all their ac-

tions and proceedings are pompously narrated

by the public prints, will ere long be fatal to

the country. While they are cooked to be

served up to our pampered appetites in the

>vonderful refinement and attractive powers of

language, which the common news writers and

reporters of things so eminently possess at the

present day, they varnish over, in an unpene-

trable manner, the whole of the practices of an

incomplete and dangerous state of civilization,

preventing us from having radical recourse to

the timely substitution of a right state of things

in its stead. I can sincerely say, I do not wish

or endeavour to deprive the higher ranks of

tlie figure and consequence thus attached to

them; because I am convinced the proper

studj^ of human welfare.will encourage these,

will complete the present lustre and brilliancy

of the fashionable world, and will even be

the most proper comment upon the celebration

at St James' of the birth days of our illu&trious

sovereigns.

The merits of such a study, 1 trust, may be
appreciated by fhe improvements 1 have been
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able mj'self to propose upon things in general,

as I have had the honour of laying before the

world in my different publications, the subject

of the true scheme of human economy. For I

trust, ere long, the justice of this claim will

not be denied me, although posterity alone

may credit, that in consideration of my good

intentions, and of having devoted my life and

interests to the advancement of human welfare,

and the true cause of tlie Almighty Creator,

he has rewarded my industry by himself ena-

bling me to discover the third, the British Dis-

pensation; he has, I trust, inspired me with for-

titude to exhaust my means in establishing it

throughout the world. Whatever the event of

the proposal may be, I wholly ascribe it to his

inspiration or favour; I perform the greatest of

my earthly duties in ascribing it to him:

I believe his intentions are, that it should be

considered as the Third Dispensation, as his

own work, as the practice of religion itself;

therefore, that it Avas not to be introduced in

the mere view of a new era of mankind, in

which profane form my first essays were made

for introducing it. Its success then ought to

be effected by the united efforts of my country-

men, in order that they may not be compelled,

in the loss of the empire, to raise a new state
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of things from their first foundations, when

they can so readily be advanced to their right

and perfect state through the practical art off

human welfare. - Fai-ther, the lowest classes

should know that what most is wanted in the

cultivation of human welfare, is its improve-

ment in practice, by means of common sense

proceeding upon the laws of self-evidence

:

thus their active progress will be found far to

exceed that of learning and science, in this im-

portant pursuit. In this manner likewise go-

vernments should employ themselves in the

advancement of human w'elfare. The extent

and importance of the subject, however, re-

quire every possible assistance, from whatever

sources it can be drawn, therefore learning and

science should not be neglected, though they

are of inferior avail in this important pursuit.

Finally, in addressing myself to all ranks,

requesting their support, a fair examination,

and the strictest justice from them, in favour of

the present proposal, I call upon them, as it is

the proposal of iVlmighty God, proved to be

such, even from what is advanced in this trea-

tise. It is his call, his summons, and by no

means minej the scheme in grandeur, diver-

sity, number, and compass of energies, in its

own perfection, actually exceeding not only
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mine, but the natural powers of mankind. . Lei

them then croud to his standard, and no longer

be the mere tools of oratorical and literary

etfusions, of newspapers and reviews, that

have any political tendency ^\'hatever ; for the

sentiments promulgated in them, respecting

the interest of our country, are, in general, as

much below Britons to follow, as the parties

themselves have been venal, self-interested, and

ruinous to their country. Let them consider the

dictates of great statesmen to be as unworthy

of their notice, as they have been calamitous

in the past time, when they do not correspond

with those of the original scheme of human

economy; the precedents and routine of na-

tional conduct to be a mere mockery of human

welfare, when they are repugnant to its insti-

tutes ; and the proceedings of politicians and

statesmen, hitherto to be wholly incompatible

with the views of our social destiny, and the

purposes of a wise, just, almighty, benevolent

Creator.

After concluding this short address to the

different orders ; after having explained as far

as was intended, the comprehensive subject.
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comprised under the preceding heads, and the

counterpart or advertisement prefixed to them,

it would appear that the treatise Avas finished.

Its views, however, are such as to require not

only all possible candour and liberality in un-

folding them, but the fullest exposition of what,

ever relates to their introduction and success.

There is then a necessity of referring to the fol-

lowing argument in general, however obnox-

ious, however liable it may be to unfair con-

struction ; the consideration of a prevalent opi-

nion, that it is not safe, or of any use, to make

peace with the French emperor, on account of

its uncertain duration, and his reputed charac-

ter in this country.

It being incumbent upon me, indeed on va-

rious accounts, not only in support of the pre-

ceding means of peace, but of the British

Dispensation at large, to reply to an objection

of so weighty, so fatal a tendency ; I therefore

wish, in the first place, to recal to the reader's

attention the contents of the present chapter,

as a sufficient proof of the validity or compe*

tency of the peace proposed to be established 3

without even referring to my other works>

which I apprehend would remove every vestige

of doubt and uncertainty upon the subject,

Ivould evince no clanger was to be apprehended

Q
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from the future marine of France, supersede

the use of such precautions as at present hin-

der peace, by rendering them inappHcable and

unnecessary, and prevent those contingencies,

admitted to be fatal, that can be prevented

solely by the peace proposed. For the powers

inherent in the scheme will be found, when

explored, invariably competent to accomplish

their proper objects. The plan of permanent

peace, the chapter would constitute, is qualified

in every respect to answer its intended pur-

poses, having all the power and efficacy that

can be expected, or are requisite on the occa-

sion. If the views therein suggested were car-

ried into effect, they would procure us every

advantage we could desire, at the same time

provide, in addition to our naval and military

force, not only a power greater tlian might be

necessary to cope with France at any future

period, but a system of peace * infinitely more

effectual for the safety and defence of the em-

pire, tlian it is in the power of arms themselves

to furnish.

In the second place, the true original scheme

of hamau economy, being divine, being also

complete in itself, not only as it regards our

of

* A sketch of the energies inherent in it, or this system or plan

peace itself, is annexed to the treatise.
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own interests, but those of all nations, at the

same time coinciding, and being identified

with both natural and revealed religion, Avoidd

be certain in its own separate, and the joint

effects of these, to uphold the proposed plan

of peace in the estimation of mankind, through

the unbounded power it would possess, by the

establishment of the Third Dispensation, in

France, as well as in this country, and the

world at large. It would ever}'where be intro-

duced among the people in this blended form,

since it is the object, the principal view, of

the Dispensation, to perfect the private, conse-

quently the local interests of nations ^ since it

is equally the advantage of their respective go-

vernments, as of their subjects, to consummate

these interests for the purpose of conciliating

the affections of the latter,- and advancing

wealtfi, population, and all resources whatever,

that are required in the sanguinary contentions

of nations; and that would, when completed, be

the best security for peace, us well as the best

means of preventing them^ The scheme, with

the plan of peace it protects, would thus be

held in universal veneration, as the general ad-

vantage, and the fulfilment of a duty due to

ourselves and the Creator of all things. Its in-

terests would be prosecuted with earnestness iu

Q2
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the different districts of every kingdom : and all

would be sensible, that the providing for their

own welfare, according to the scheme, is the

discharge of that duty which they owe to God,

and the discharge of this duty the consumma-

tion of their own prosperity and happiness.

Even natural religion will supply the defects of

revealed religion, as this may be precluded

from furnishing requisite support to the scheme.

Being the basis of all other religions, it will af-

ford to the scheme religious support every-

where throughout the world, however religions

may vary in nations that are not christian ;

while with those who refuse their assent to any

established religion whatever, it would operate

by the inherent attractions of nature, by the

beauty of the infinite operations and co-opera-

tions of the universe, the grand part or charac-

ter herein occupied by man, and the best sen-

timents, feelings, and virtues of the human

heart, on which it is founded. Religion has

hitherto been incapable of affording elTectual

aid in support of human economy, because it

has been insufficiently understood in its inti-

mate relations to the welfare and happiness of

governments, and their respective subjects, so

as to have been followed in its forms, in pre-

ference to its real essence. The case would b^
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^eiy different in the establishment of the I>ls-

pensation : for rehgion, in some form or other,

though merely in that of the moral and rational

duties, is congenial to all men, and would thus

procure the assistance of every individual in aid

of a scheme, which is otherwise competent and

perfect in itself for its appropriate purposes.

Perhaps no man would scruple to acknowledge

himself actuated, in the support of a perfect

state of civilization, by the divine grace of God
itself, if this grace be, as is alleged, a com-

pound of justice, benevolence, piet}^, and the

virtues, accompanied with the principle of ap-

probation duly enlightened, and directed to

right things ; while it is effectually supported

by that happy ardour, ,which sincere devotion

to accomplish the intentions of the Almighty

is sure to excite, by the ordinations his provi-

dence has advanced for producing it.

In the third place, it is therefore certain that

the British Dispensation, as established on the

foundations described under the two preceding

arrangements, as well as in the treatise at large,

would produce a political sj^stem of a very dif-

ferent kind from any hitherto experienced, and

support it with such efficacy, in the manner
above shown, as would enable us, in making

^he peace proposed, to trust to the French
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emperor, were he actually the character we
suppose him to be in this country. The system

that has hitherto presided over the affairs of

mankind, would farther receive, under the Dis-

pensation, all the advantages and changes it

might require, to guard against the machina-

tions of the most infamous of characters ; and

the intentions of the Almighty, in our favour,

would be rescued from insult, by being restored

to their original consequence and dignity.

But perhaps the character now under discus-

sion may have been, more the theme of our

passions, than the subject of our political deli-

berations ; ,

and certainly it is time, it is advi-

sable on every account, to have recourse to

those sound politics, which the crisis requires.

Hence we ought to discard all influence what-

ever of the passions, because they are the most

fatal, the most frequent sources of human er-

rors. The character of the French emperor

may be drawn, if our passions be not altoge-

ther unreasonable, in a medium between the

different estimates, which it bears abroad and

in Great-Britain. We do not allow to him the

ordinary virtues of a man ; they ascribe to him,

conjointly, those qualities and advantages, in

confidence of which the French have wholly

submitted themselves to his arbitrary govern-
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nient, and the different powers of the continent,

who certainly are not his slaves, are co-opera-

ting with the most aspiring of his views. The

compromise proposed in favour of his character

ought not to be more favourable, on our part,

than the proposed medium ; but it is sufficient

to concede to him, on our part, those qualities

of a statesman and sovereign, which have hi-

therto, in an imperfect state of civilization,

been always considered a sufficient basis for

the negociation and conclusion of peace. This

is the whole actually known, or ever pretended

to be known, in practice, in respect of making

peace, at least a peace with the French nation:

and a requisition here from monarchs, of vir-

tue, is far less essential than that of wisdom and

abilities, the best guarantees of peace between

France and this country, the interests of which

are mutual and the same. It will not be said

he is averse to make peace with us, or that we
cannot make a most excellent peace in our fii-

vour, if we be unable to make such a peace

with him as will perfectly satisfy all our de-

sires. The whole continent has been conquer-

ed by him for the purpose of compelling us to

make peace with him ; and, when it actually

takes place under tlie auspices of the British

Dispensation, it will be his wisest policy to
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maintain it. These considerations warrant, the

conclusion, that such a peace as is proposed in

this treatise, and which might be rendered still

more prizable to us by various other terms

proposed in my works at large, Avoukl be infi-

nitely more advantageous and durable with the

French emperor in a perfect state of civiliza-

tion, under the auspices of the British Dispen-

sation, than any peace whatever can be in the

present imperfect state of civilization with the

French peo]3le, should they consent to restore

their late royal dynasty.

From those different premises, and others,

which I have explored, perhaps with greater

attention and more compreliensive views than

his Majesty's ministers themselves, I venture to

hifer, that the peace proposed in the present

treatise will positively be accompanied with all

the happy consequences therein expected from

it, and that their attainment is only uncertain

and liable to doubt, as perfect conviction is al-

ways in this world liable to doubt and uncer-

tainty. Farther, to stand against the uncertain-

ty and doubt inseparable on earth from perfect

conviction itself, there exist extraordinary mo-

tives, that are incontrovertible arguments, why

we should not pay the least regard to them;

there are, in particular, two motives pertinent
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here, of the most momentous import human

imagination can conceive. The one is mercy;>

which

*' Is twice bless'd,

" It blesseth him that gives, and him that takes,"

and, in the present instance, would spare the

precious blood so long shed in vain, the dis-

tressful burdens so long sustained in vain, of

our own people, as well as of the French

;

mercy,

" That is enthroned in the hearts of kings,

« That is an attribute to God himself,"

and at this time is, in making peace, the sole

requisite wanted for the introduction of a per-

fect state of civilization, and the earthly king-

dom of God. On this occasion,

. " The quality of mercy is not strain'd ;

" It droppeth, as a gentl# rain from heaven,

" Upon the place beneath."

For the mercy here required is not meant to

" season justice," but to allow perfect convic-

tion to operate in restoring eternal peace to

mankind on the surest foundations -, in resto-

ring to the British nation their ancient nerve,

genius, and comprehensive mind, that planned

the British constitution, and are therefore

R
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competent to institute throughout the world

the Third Dispensation, or completion, of re-

vealed religion. At any rate, mercy

*' Is mightiest in the mightiest ; it becomes

" The throned monarch better than his crown

;

*• His sceptre shows the force of temporal power,

«* The attribute to awe and majesty,

<' Wherein doth sit the dread and fear of kings ;

" But mercy is above this sceptred sway,

" And earthly pow'r doth then seem likest God's,

' " When mercy seasons justice. Therefore,

« Though justice be our plea, consider this,

" That, in the course of justice, none of us

" Should see salvatien. We do pray for mercy,

« And that same pray'r doth teach us all to render

« The deeds of mercy."

The other motivfe is an awful consideration

indeed: for it would seem too obviously to be

the destined course of things, as well as a con-

setiuence rendered unavoidable by our leaving

the enemy no other alternative than the ac-

complishment of our ruin, that the dismember-

ment of the British empire, and the loss or in-

jury of its commerce, the imbecility which

these events would impart to our national

energies, the facility this would afford to fo-

reign arms and conquest, the consummation in

the end of the inexhaustible strength of our

enemies, an easy invasion, and the ready de-
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struction of our independence, will be the cer-

tain, the unavoidable result, in the progress of

perpetual war, of the continuation of the

practices or system of an imperfect state of

civilization. Ah'cady the United States of

America, and the independency of Germany,

Austria, Prussia, Russia, Denmark, Spain, Por-

tugal, Turkej^ &c. have been lost by the prac-

tices and wars of that system of an imperfect

state of civilization, which now appears ordal fl-

ed by Providence, in a short period, to com-

plete its rapid career, commenced with these

awful events, in the destruction of the British

empire, unless prevented by the indispensable

proposals of the present treatise ; by the adop-

tion of the grand and original means the Al-

mighty has intended for the direction of human
concerns, that are as simple, beautiful, sublime,

and necessary, as the laws themselves, by which

the universe is supported in the infinite opera-

tions and co-operations of its constituent parts.

Thus the empire is at present placed in a

most dreadful situation, and will be lost in a

manner too ridiculous for history to record,

because we will not, according to the sugges-

tions of common sense, as well as the dictates

^f Providence, have recourse to the various im-

provements that are the subject of the present

R2
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treatise, but will restrict ourselves to the past

line of conduct, which has brought us into our

present situation. For in every possible view

we can take of human welfare, there remain to

be employed most invaluable means and im-

provements, that will enable us to meet the

present crisis ; from which we may derive

whatever wisdom, talents, policy, conduct,

peace, strength, population, riches, removal of

grievances, security, the times demand. These

we should acquire from instituting improve-

ment in all its numerous capacities ;
govern-

ment thus advancing our interests and resources

in general,—the subjects, privately and locally,

in their several districts or circles; both imme-

diately taking the proper measures necessary

for the purpose, and mutually assisting each

other in their labours. We should no longer

look up to mere men, whether of parties, of

popular favour, or of different corporate inte-

rests, but to the scheme alone ; experience ha-

ving fully shown, that they either confine their

endeavours for the public good to the opera-

tions of an imperfect and barbarous system of

civilization, to their own pecuniary and ambi-

tious interests, or to imaginary apprehensions

pf these being likely to be injured, when they

would be sure to be greatly l^enefited. -The
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scheme should Hkewise he supported on pro-

per and conscientious motives ; nor is there

any other principle so advisable to recommend

for this purpose as religion. That the Almigh-

ty has intended religion to he associated with

the scheme, is full}'^ proved; nor is there any

principle beside itself, that would have sufli-

cient latitude to procure it universal support.

All men do, or should, entertain and practise

some kind of religion, which can therefore, ac-

cording to the intentions of Providence, be so

infinitely diversified, as to suit the sentiments

of all men : and it is the indispensable duty of

every individual to employ the religion he pro-

fesses, in support of the kingdom of God on

earth, or a perfect state of civilization.
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NOTE, referring to p. liz of the Treatise.

THE scheme, as it may be rendered opf.rative in produ-

cing THE PEACE INTENDED, would, in thc first place, be able to

provide effectually for the different interests of the two parties.

The advantages it can employ for this purpose are of incalculable

force and extent. The whole world, as we have seen above,

would, in its present state, be subservient to the establishment of

such a peace between France and Great-Britain. The farther im-

provement of the world, proposed to be instituted upon the

sublime scale that has already been delineated, and is at length

actually adopted by the different continental powers, would be of

infinite benefit to trade ; and commerce, extended in proportion

both to foreign and domestic improvements, both of which are

supposed to be prosecuted with the greatest vigour, would make

the two nations rich and happy, while they would cease to be

harrassed by war. They would experience an extraordinary en.

largcment of the mart of the universe in the advancement of gene-

i-al. prosperity, and, in proportion as they became rich and happy,

they would be of more essential service to each other in the ex-

change of their commodities, and in acts of friendly assistance.

Notwithstanding we should lose a proportion of territory in

Hanover, but incur no other privation : to balance this, we would

receive an equivalent elsewhere in favour of thc Elector, as well

as acquire infinite advantages, wealth, and honour in the institu-

tion of the British Dispensation. The efforts made by the nation

to save Hanover have been as great as could be expected,—nor

have the efforts made on the part of the scheme been defective in

duty : but we ought not to destroy the empire, or delay the

establishment of a complete state of civilization, when this delay,

and the niin of the umpire, can in no wi,?e contribute to the reco-

very of that Electorate. Certain advantages will, however, follow

its loss, to which v.e have hitherto insufliciently adverted. Our

navy would in consequence become our principal military object,

which, as necessary, we can carry to such a height in the event of

the peace proposed, and with the effectual plan for producing an

adequate land force, to be found among the different proposals of
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the scheme, as is best calculated not only to provide for the secu-

rity of the empire, but to protect our continental interests, and

thus supply the want of the advantages we derived from the pos-

session of Hanover. For, in executing the views of the Dispensa-

tion, we have the means of encreasing our marine to such a mag-

nitude, that France and other nations will not .combine, unless we

actually compel them, to form a superior navy. At the same

time France, in her present power and influence upon the conti-

nent, will be less dependent upon maritime commerce, and there-

fore be able to place greater dependence upon the peace proposed,

which would, to a certainty, imply a virtual agreement not to in-

crease her navy for the purpose of our destruction ; she being,

in the mean time, well aware of her competency to maintain her

power by sea, in case a different policy should recur on our part

from that inculcated at present. Likewise, in having no German

territory, that interference of ours on the continent would cease,

which, directly or indirectly, has, perhaps, been the cause of all

cur wars since the accession of William the Third to the throne.

adly. The scheme would produce the most happy funtlamental

effects to conciliate permanent peace, in altering the will and

disposition, in fact the minds of the two powers, in respect of each

other, that have hitherto been the great bar to peace ; in inducing

them to entertain just and rational opinions of one another, the

reverse of those which rival and hostile powers, exasperated to an

extremity, unfortunately imbibe, but which answer no other ob-

ject than the continuance of war. Among other alterations, those

two most valuable political principles, justice and generosity,

would be perfectly established : the moral principle, along with

natural affection and integrity, would be restored between nations:

statesmen, always possessing wisdom, good sense, extensive

knowledge, with pohtical talents, would understand the interests

of their respective countries : even that avarice would become
obsolete of extending conquest and acquiring wealth, wliicl;!

causes endless wars, merely in order to support their expense.

At the same time friendship would predominate in generous con-

cessions, ready to prevent international interests from clashing,
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and in the revival of philanthropy betu'een both nations, as wcii

as throughout the world.

3dly, The result would be what might properly be considered

perfect peace between the two nations, in opposition to peace, as

it has hitherto been crude, immatured, and abortive between

them ; and there would be a new state of things to correspond

with the desirable event. Both would support each other, and

they would receive that additional support detailed under the suc-

ceeding head, or p. 1*3, &c. which, as intended by Divine Provi-

dence, would be perfectly adequat' j their protection. They

would convince the two natioi it they have both been to

blame in a dreadful manner, in respect of the causes of past wars 5

they themselves would ascribe these to the fault of an imperfect

.ind barbarous state of civilization, and, in the perfection of this,

would see not only the means of perpetuating peace, but would

contend in advancing facilities for its negotiation, insomuch that

the readiest and best plenipotentiary for concluding it would be

the actual transmission of the scheme itself to i-'aris. To obtain

it, all foreign considerations, inferior objects, fal^e interests, vain

doubts and objections, would be sacrificed : and to maintain it,

war would be as industriously avoided as it has hitherto been re-

kindled by vain pretexts.

In fine, it would be the peace of wisdom and philanthropy, in

the accommodations it j/pould afford to both empires, and the

qualifications it weuld supply for preserving it inviolable. Hence,

as having a superior naval power, we would not foolishly, or im-

politically, misemploy it, so as to impose upon France the neces-

sity of possessing a superior fleet. She, on the other hand, would

provide no larger a navy than was necessary, in prudence, for

security, thinking it folly and extravagance, when there was no

real occasion, to possess a fleet either equal or superior to that

of Great-Britain—to possess what thus would cause perpetual

war and jealousy.
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